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M E S S A G E S

I think that of all the Master’s reports I have given, this

year’s reflects the greatest achievements by our

community of scholars, past and present. Coupled with

that proud statement, I can also record a veritable

plethora of exciting events which have drawn together

students, old members, staff and Fellows.

I must start though by recording the sad passing of

Lady Bullock — Nibby, the widow of our founding

Master, Alan Bullock. She died in Oxford in February

2009 at the age of ninety-three. It is a privilege for us

that their sons Adrian, Nick and Matt remain very

committed and loyal to the College, following the

activities of our students with great interest. We also

lost George Holmes, Founding Fellow, in the early part

of this year. George played a pivotal role in the

development of College, contributing to the particular

liberal humanist ethos as Tutor, College Librarian and

Acting Master. He believed in the integration of the

collegiate university’s goals of research and teaching in

such a way as to enhance the quality of both — a

philosophy which remains close to our hearts.

I am pleased to record the arrival of the following

Fellows, during the academic year: Adrian Smith as

Tutorial Fellow in Zoology, who came to us from the

Institute of Animal Health at Compton; Andrew Bunker

as Tutorial Fellow in Physics, formerly Head of

Astronomy at the Anglo-Australian Observatory in

Sydney; Andreas Münch as Reader in Applied

Mathematics from the University of Nottingham;

Barbara Lauriat as Career Development Fellow in Law;

Pawel Swietach as fellow by Special Election in

Physiology and Kerry Walker as Junior Research Fellow

in Physiology. We are very sorry to lose two lawyers:

Helen Scott, Tutorial Fellow in Law who has returned to

South Africa and Eric Descheemaeker who moves to the

University of Bristol. Ian Craig, our former Tutorial

Fellow in Human Sciences, leaves us for the second

time, retiring as a Fellow by Special Election. Ian has

held virtually every College office in the establishment,

and we wish him a fair wind for his retirement. Tom

Pickles will be going to York University’s Department of

History, a perfect place for his research which combines

the study of texts with the analysis of archaeological

remains, architecture, place-names and the landscape. 

It has been a good year for the academic performance

of our students in Finals. Ed Ramsay gained the top

First in History and Politics, whilst Leo Masson took the

top place in Engineering, Economics and Management,

winning the Maurice Lubbock Prize. Alex Burtenshaw

took the Louza Biologies prize for best performance in

Chemical Engineering. We have also had a vintage year

in terms of student activities that extend beyond the

narrow boundaries of what is often thought to

Master’s report

It has been a

good year for

the academic

performance of

our students in

Finals.
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M E S S A G E S

medallist, was awarded the MBE, as was Clive Maxwell

(Geography, 1989) for public service. Clive, formerly

head of financial stability at the Treasury, has been

parachuted into the Office of Fair Trading as part of an

overhaul of the consumer watchdog. Professor Elmer

Rees (Tutor in Mathematics, 1971–1979) was awarded

the CBE. Adam Foulds (1994, English) had his latest

novel short-listed for the Man Booker Prize. The book

has been praised for the beauty of its language and its

sensitive portrayal of characters. In film, James Marsh

(1982, English) has won both a BAFTA and an Oscar for

directing Man on Wire, which uses interviews and

archive footage from 1974 to follow French wire-walker

Philippe Petit’s realisation of his dream of walking

between the World Trade Center’s twin towers. Hanna

Sykulska (2000, Engineering and Materials), was the

recipient of the Institute of Engineering and

Technology’s Young Woman Engineer of the Year

Award. She was the only female engineer in the UK to

participate in NASA’s 2008 Phoenix mission to Mars, a

mission to explore the northern plains of the planet.

Josh Silver (1964, Physics) brought his Centre for Vision

in the Developing World to be housed in College. There

has been much global interest in the innovative and

pioneering work that Josh and his team are carrying

out, and we are pleased to be able to assist with this.

Chris Bishop (1977, Physics), now Chief Research

Scientist at Microsoft Research in Cambridge, and also

Professor of Computer Science at the University of

Edinburgh, gave the Royal Institution’s Christmas

Lectures on High-tech Trek: The Quest for the Ultimate

Computer. Amongst many other things, he explored

constitute academe. Caroline Bird, shortlisted for the

Dylan Thomas Prize, was chosen by the BBC as the

‘face’ of their website for their Poetry Season. College

music has reached new levels of excellence, perhaps

catalysed by the arrival of musicians Mark Simpson 

(BBC Young Musician of the Year 2006) and Jonathon

Swinard. In September I travelled to Singapore, where

the Catz Wind Quintet performed at the National

University of Singapore, to a full house of 600 people.

We are very grateful indeed to Vee Meng Shaw (1953,

Law) and his daughter Priscylla for their tremendous

support. We also congratulate Peter Franklin, our

Tutorial Fellow in Music, for being the maestro behind

all this.  

Two of our students, Tom Costello and Aisha Mirza, took

Oxford by storm with their musical Circle Line, which

then transferred to London for a short run. Aisha played

one of the two leads and also wrote the music, whilst

another Catz student, Venetia Thorneycroft, produced

the art work. This innovative new production, which

received impressive reviews, employed an

unconventional range of media to tell the story of two

young people who meet by chance on the Underground

on the day of the first 2005 London bombings.

Our alumni too have played their part in enhancing the

College profile. Peter Mandelson (1973, PPE) has

become the Head of the newly created Department for

Business, Innovation and Skills, whilst Professor Tim

Brighouse (1958, Modern History) was knighted for

services to education. Andy Triggs Hodge (2004,

Geography & the Environment), our Olympic gold

In September I

travelled to

Singapore,

where the Catz

Wind Quintet

performed at

the National

University of

Singapore, to a

full house of

600 people.
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and explained the field of machine learning, and talked

about the obstacles that are making it harder to

continue the improvement in processor speed, and the

ideas being explored to overcome them. Continuing the

Edinburgh connection, College greatly enjoyed the

company of Richard Thomson (1971, History), Watson

Gordon Professor of Fine Art at Edinburgh since 1996,

who came to Oxford for Hilary Term 2009 as Slade

Professor of Fine Art. Richard has also kindly agreed to

give the second Katritzky lecture in May 2010. Alan

Katritzky (1948, Chemistry and Honorary Fellow) has

himself recently received the Robert Robinson Award in

recognition of his contribution to organic chemistry.

Professor Ram Rao, Honorary Fellow, has been awarded

the Royal Society 2009 Royal Medal for ‘his highly

innovative and diverse contributions to solid-state and

materials chemistry’.

Perhaps one of the most unusual awards went to

Professor Michael Sullivan, who was honoured by the

Beijing Harmony Culture Foundation for his lifetime’s

work promoting the knowledge and understanding of

Chinese art abroad. Progress has been made too with

academy membership: Professor Peter Edwards

becomes a member of the distinguished German

Academy of Sciences Leopoldina in recognition of his

scientific achievements and personal standing, whilst

Professor David Womersley has been made a Fellow of

the British Academy for bringing to his work ‘an

exceptionally subtle and acute critical mind’. It has

been a joy in College to hear the snippets of

information that David and his colleague Paddy Bullard

release to us now and again about the progress of

4 / A  M E S S A G E  F R O M  T H E  M A S T E R
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...as fine a

catalogue of

achievement in

one year as

we have ever

had, and I

have only had

time to paint a

small section

of the canvas.

their mammoth project on Jonathan Swift. Dr Tom

Pizzari, Tutor in Zoology, was awarded the Philip

Leverhulme prize for his research. Tom is interested in

the evolutionary ecology of sexual behaviour, and

focuses on resolving different aspects of sexual

selection and intersexual co-evolution, using the fowl,

Gallus gallus.

I must thank my colleagues for the great commitment

and support they give unstintingly to the ideals of

College. Great effort is required to run a smooth ship,

and much of that takes place in the background

supporting the more public profile of the College. Also

the sterling work that Margaret and Derek Davies have

carried out over the years in the College archives is

impressive — their assiduous attention to detail is a

precious resource for the College.   

In summary then, surely as fine a catalogue of

achievement in one year as we have ever had, and I

have only had time to paint a small section of the

canvas. I believe the theme throughout my description,

the thread which binds the institution together, is the

relationship between student and scholar. The tutorial,

with all that goes on before it can take place —

interviews, admissions, the formation of a contract

between pupil and teacher — form the fundamental

backbone of our institution. In a good number of

subjects, our postgraduates rapidly become empowered

to research alongside the scholar in the quest for the

truth. To provide this proper environment is expensive;

it undoubtedly costs more to deliver than we receive in

fee income. I believe there is a window of opportunity
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this goal which is very much at the heart of our plans.

We depend, fundamentally, on your continuing support

for our next half-century — financially, philosophically,

politically, emotionally and practically — if this College

is to continue to be the centre of activity in so many

fields, if we are to continue to address the problems

the world faces, and if we are to produce the free-

thinking students to meet these challenges. 
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In a good

number of

subjects, our

postgraduates

rapidly become

empowered to

research

alongside the

scholar in the

quest for the

truth.

coming, brought about by the politics of the moment,

when we may be able to address this. This College has

been very much at the centre of University-wide

internal and external discussions on this, stimulating

analysis and catalysing ideas for realising these

ambitions. With your help we have made a good start

through the Catz|fivezero Campaign — celebrating our

fiftieth anniversary in 2012 — to our fund-raising for
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Some of the trees at the southern end of the College

that Harry planted, Liquidamber styraciflua with its

brilliant autumn colour, the stately conifers, Libocedrus

decurrens, the dawn redwoods, Metasequoia

glyptostroboides, several Sorbus (rowan and whitebeam

species) and the weeping lime Tilia petiolaris, with its

wonderful spring scent, survive to this day. For the

record, the last tree Harry planted, just before his

retirement in 1978, was the fine specimen of the dawn

redwood on the north-eastern corner of the College

adjacent to the laundry. Harry planted trees well.

Arne Jacobsen had intended the gardens to be an

integral part of his whole college design. He had, as the

frequent guest of Dr Bullock at New College, absorbed

the atmosphere of the place, and thus our round lawn,

which is the centrepiece of both colleges, is thought to

be a reflection of that more ancient planting. But Arne’s

office in Copenhagen was only a stone’s throw from the

The gardens of St C
Emeritus Fellow, Barrie Juniper, writes on the beginnings of the
College gardens and the struggles and triumphs that the
difficult ground and Jacobson’s design brought with them.

Harry Bevan began planting the first trees on the site

of what were to be the gardens of St Catherine’s

College late in the autumn of 1964. The first students,

the ‘dirty thirty’, had already moved into staircases 1 &

2, but the garden areas of the College looked like the

Somme on a bad day. There was not a blade of grass

on the site. Harry planted into the ground compacted

by the huge low loaders that had delivered the great

concrete beams into the College. He dug, in the area

around the newly-completed squash courts, into thick

mud through a tangle of builder’s rubbish and

temporary telephone wires, and into the deep layer of

bottles and ash that lies over the whole site and well

into the Merton pavilion and playing field area. This

urban rubbish had been dumped by the council roughly,

we think, between 1920 and 1940. 

Tulip tree, or Liriodendron Tulipifera, that was planted in the quad

redesign in the 1980s.
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Catherine’s College

Garden fact:
The moat holds 240,000 gallons of water when full

C O L L E G E  L I F E

beautiful Copenhagen Botanical Garden. That garden

was created on the sandy soil dug out when the city’s

ancient defences were levelled. It has a magnificent

rhododendron collection. St Catherine’s College is built

on what was the often flooded, calcium-saturated area

of the lower Thames valley. A frequent refrain of those

early days was ‘if I cannot have that, what can I have?’

St Catherine’s lies not between, as is frequently stated,

two arms of the Cherwell, but rather between an

eastern wriggly stream and a western straight ‘mill cut’,

dug out, we think, in the early 1600s to drive the city

flour mill, which is now the site of Magdalen’s graduate

housing. This mill cut became the eastern defence line

of the city in the civil war and it can clearly be seen in

de Gomme’s military map of the town of 1642.

Another almost lost feature of those defences is a

ravelin that juts out at a curious angle into our

southern boundary and on which the captain of

artillery would have mounted heavy guns to keep

Cromwell’s troops out of range of the vulnerable but

integral city flour mill. Charles’s gunners would have

looked out to the east over a broad damp meadow (a

Runnymede) that no troops or artillery ever attempted

to cross. The name of the bridge over the mill cut,
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‘Napper’s Bridge’, is actually a corruption of ‘Napier’s

Bridge’, after the catholic family that held Holywell

Manor for many generations. 

Planting and replanting never ceases, and under the

successive directions of Harry Bevan, Tony Young, Neil

Holt and now Simon Horwood, the College stays green

but ever-changing. We are now removing specimen

trees that Harry planted in the sixties, and that gives

one a sense of mortality.  

Simon Horwood, Gardens and Grounds Manager, writes about
the developments made in the gardens since his arrival in 2005

Garden fact:
There are some
180 trees
within the
College grounds

The gardening team (left to right)

Jim Mullard, Neil Holt and 

Simon Horwood.

Arne Jacobsen did not like flowers; he wanted tree form,

leaf shape and texture, changing through the season.

He came to understand the bimodal nature of the

college year, concentrating, in its different disciplines, on

May/June and late September/October/November. 

He particularly disliked roses, but a few such and some

discrete but effective flower borders have crept in.

Following in the footsteps of prestigious gardeners such as

Harry Bevan, Anthony Young and Neil Holt four years ago

was going to be a challenge. They had defined and

sculptured the gardens between them since the College was

opened in the 60s, keeping Jacobsen’s original design intact.

I was appointed Gardens and Grounds Manager in 2005,

having spent eight years at St Anne’s College as Head

Gardener. With my appointment, Neil Holt retained his

position as Head Gardener, a long-standing servant of

the College for nearly 20 years. Also in the team is Jim

Mullard, who is a conscientious gardener with a varied

horticultural background.

With the backing of my garden team and the Garden

Committee we have made vast improvements over the

past four years. There was an urgent need to overhaul

the department when I took over, and new machinery

and tools were acquired, and the garden area was
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briars and stinging nettles, and then a green rail

fencing was placed on to our border with Magdalen

College along Fritillary Walk. All the spoil from the new

pipe work being laid in the Quad will be taken here,

levelled, and then top-soiled and laid to lawn. The

effect is to try and create a form of ha-ha with a gentle

slope leading to a vista of the deer park. This should

hopefully all be completed by the summer.

The College gardens have received some much

deserved acclaim recently, being added to some new

editions of gardening books. The first was the Historic

Gardens of England – Oxfordshire, whose author

Timothy Mowl says ‘this is Oxford’s best garden, a

“garden-College”, not a College garden’. 

In 2010 the gardens are to appear for the first time in

the Reader’s Digest Good Garden Guide and The Most

Amazing Gardens to Visit in Britain. The gardens were

visited by the Reader’s Digest earlier in the year and

reviewed. The critics were very impressed with how the

gardens had been rejuvenated since their last visit, six

years ago. 

It’s a great achievement for me and my team, the

Garden Committee and the College as well, to finally

get these fantastic gardens recognized.

C O L L E G E  L I F E
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redeveloped, modified and given extra attention. The

glasshouses were renovated, with new mist propagation

installed for growing our own plants. The houses were

separated, meaning there is now a hot-house used for

propagation, and a cool-house used for hardening off

plants. Then, within the garden garages, a tearoom,

potting shed and office were introduced. New compost

bins were also placed down the side of the squash

courts. With these improvements added, we were then

able to tackle the gardens themselves — all nine acres.

Though the gardens were not in a poor state when I

started, I implemented a new maintenance

management regime that would help to evolve and

develop the current plant stock and gardens as a

whole; we are now seeing the results of this.

The introduction of the compost bins has been a huge

success; it has allowed us to recycle more, and now our

entire grass clippings plus degradable matter (excepting

any perennial weed or woody matter) go into the bins.

It is turned and allowed to rot down over a year. We

then re-use this as a mulch on the borders; it helps to

improve and regenerate the soil, as well as aiding the

control of weed growth. Another one of the bins is

solely for leaf matter, which is steam sterilized and used

as the bulk part of our potting compost once

multipurpose compost and gravel are added. It makes

for a great potting medium, and the plants thrive on it.

You may have noticed the ongoing works next to the

squash courts on the southern boundary. This is a new

project: the old hedge was removed, along with the

Garden fact:
There is roughly a mile 
of hedging in College
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This year over forty students who organised

expeditions to different parts of the world, many

undertaking charitable work once they had reached

their destination, were supported by a range of

College Travel Awards. Postcards arrived on the

Master’s desk from, amongst other countries, China,

Ethiopia, Yemen, India, Peru and Italy. Here is a

small selection from the many cards he received…

Postcards to the Master
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C O L L E G E  L I F E

The Master writes on the College’s fiftieth
anniversary campaign, Catz|fivezero

world-famous Tanglin Club, and were most warmly

received. In Michaelmas Term, Michael Frayn gave his

inaugural lecture as Cameron Mackintosh Visiting

Professor of Contemporary Theatre, and alumnus Peter

Mandelson returned to St Catherine’s to speak to the

Oxford University Labour Club. We have been proud to

host many other events under the wide umbrella of the

Catz|fivezero campaign, including the recent Alan

Tayler Lecture, where Lord Desai spoke on

‘Mathematics, Economics and Decision Making’. 

The culmination of our celebrations in 2012 will be a

day-long programme of events based in college and in

the Sheldonian Theatre (details of which will be

released once finalised). This promises to be an apt

celebration for our fiftieth anniversary.

I am also excited to mention that, as part of the

College’s fiftieth anniversary celebrations, we will be

publishing a beautifully illustrated book in 2012. The

book will be a conspectus of how the new College

came into being in 1962, the result of the vision and

drive of Alan Bullock, and how its junior and senior

As we approach the College’s fiftieth anniversary in

2012, we look forward with keen anticipation to

celebrating it in style. The Catz|fivezero campaign,

launched in Trinity Term 2008, seeks to raise in excess

of £10 million to fund major investment in four key

areas: student support, teaching and research,

buildings and facilities, and the general endowment.

Thanks to the loyal support of the wider St Catherine’s

community, we have already secured £2.8 million

towards our target. In September we were again

delighted by the very generous response to our

telephone campaign, in which we raised a pledge total

of £197,280. We are extremely grateful to all those

who contributed so generously.

St Catherine’s continues to be a busy and thriving

community, where talent and ambition are evident in all

endeavours. In September I travelled to Singapore with

The Catz Quintet, a talented wind ensemble of St

Catherine’s undergraduates. The group performed at

the National University of Singapore’s Yong Siew Toh

Conservatory of Music Concert Hall (generously

supported by the Shaw Foundation) and also at the

Catz fivezero: 1962–2012

Catz
fivezero
securing the future
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members together created an ethos and spirit which

have inspired succeeding generations of

undergraduates, postgraduates and dons alike. The

book is being produced in conjunction with publishers

Third Millennium Information, who have recently

completed similar projects with Keble, Christ Church,

New College, and a number of Cambridge colleges.

Very soon, all alumni will be invited to send in their

memories, which will be woven into the narrative of the

book to create a multi-layered portrait of the College,

past and present.

I look forward to keeping you updated with the

progress of our campaign.

If you would like more information about supporting

the Catz|fivezero campaign, or about the programme

of forthcoming college events please contact a

member of the Development Office.
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An update on OXIP 
Oxford Investment Partners, the investment manage -

ment business founded by St Catherine’s in partnership

with Christ Church, began investing on 1 May 2006.

Since our last report we have come through the perfect

economic storm of 2008. From its inception to the end of

October 2009 the fund has fallen 11%, which compares

with a fall of 18.7% for global equities (75% hedged into

sterling). In addition we have consistently run the

portfolio at much lower risk — its absolute volatility has

remained around half that of equities. When equities

were down 50% at their worst, we were down by less

than half of that. Clearly with just one and a half years

of our first five year rolling measurement period to go,

we are a very long way off our target investment return

of 5% pa in excess of inflation, but so is virtually every

other manager with whom we might have been invested.

Efficient portfolio theory would tend to suggest that our

results — beating equities while taking half the risk —

should not be possible. It is still too early to tell, given

the brevity of our record. However, one small consolation

to come out of the events of 2008 is that we can now be

more certain that markets are not efficient.

One way to exploit this inefficiency is to change the asset

allocation of a portfolio in response to beliefs about the

future: literally to know better than the market about

future returns. Some investors are certainly good at this

for some of the time and we tend to hear most about

them at those times. Whether any are successful for most

of the time is more debatable.  An investment strategy

based on big bets will tend to be accident-prone.

The essence of the OXIP strategy is to eschew big bets

on asset allocation and hope instead to enhance

returns by finding a number of investors who bring a

high degree of skill to a relatively specialised form of

investment at a reasonable price. So long as the risks

attached to these various specialties are not too highly

correlated, the result of this diversification should be a

better level of return for any given level of risk. 

Total assets under management have grown from £90

million at inception to £270 million. OXIP SLP, the

institutional fund, has 18 clients including five Oxford

colleges. OXIP Diversified, the equivalent fund for

individual investors, has 55 clients. An important

development this year has been the decision of our

partners Watson Wyatt to recommend OXIP to their

pension fund clients who wish to invest in a diversified

strategy without the governance capacity to implement

it themselves. OXIP won four pension fund mandates in

2009, which augurs well for the future of the business. 

To find out more about OXIP go to www.oxip.co.uk or

contact Paul Martin, paul.martin@stcatz.ox.ac.uk

The essence of

the OXIP

strategy is to

eschew big

bets on asset

allocation and

hope instead to

enhance

returns by

finding a

number of

investors who

bring a high

degree of skill

to a relatively

specialised form

of investment

at a reasonable

price.

Opposite: Karl Sternberg, Paul

Berriman and Fram Dinshaw.
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A gift in your will can help St Catherine’s most if it is left to the

Endowment Fund. This will give the College the discretion to use

the gift to meet needs which are priorities at the time. 

Alumni may, however, wish their gift to be applied in particular

ways, and gifts can be directed to any of the following:

Securing the future: A gift to St Catherine’s in your will
For alumni who wish their legacy to be used to fund a project

which will bear their name there are a number of options. It is

possible, for example, to fund a named undergraduate

Foundation Scholarship or student room. 

For further information, please talk to the Master or any

member of the Development Office.
� Undergraduate Scholarships

� Graduate Scholarships

� Tutorial Fellowships

� Buildings

� The Library

� The Gardens

� The Clubs Fund, 

including the Boat Club

� Drama
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There is no finer place than Oxford for anyone with a

scholarly bent to spend the Spring. So it was for me this

past Trinity Term when I had the very good fortune to be

a Visiting Fellow at St Catz. However, I am ahead of

myself, so allow me to go back to the start of what was

an incredible year. In the Spring of 2008 I received the

news that I had been named a Guggenheim Fellow and

was about to embark on a year of research on climate

warming and drought in the subtropics. My work was to

take me to places as far flung as Syria, Mexico,

Guatemala, Egypt and India. After all the travel, I knew I

would desperately need just the right environment of

intellectual stimulation and time for reflection to make the

most of my experiences and begin the formulation of a

book. Having had the good fortune of previously spending

a week at St Catz as an Astor Visiting Lecturer, I had a

sense that the College and Oxford would offer exactly the

environment I sought. As luck would have it, I was elected

a Christensen Visiting Fellow for Trinity Term 2009 — 

the right time and the right place.

I have to say that my experiences as a Visiting Fellow at St

Catz far exceeded all of my expectations. From the

efficient and friendly greeting by the staff upon my arrival,

to my first interview with the Master and my many

conversations with Fellows and students I could not have

asked for a more congenial community in which to

immerse myself. Every dinner was collegial and

stimulating. I met other scientists, economists, musicians,

linguists, historians, and on and on and on — each with a

fascinating perspective on their work or the current state

of British politics and the world at large. Offering much

more than just food, the High Table provided a feast for

the intellect. Of course, the one great challenge that

faces any new Fellow at St Catz is the excellence of the

cuisine. Whether it is a quick lunch or a long dinner on a

Friday evening, the fare at St Catz is without question the

finest in Oxford and the service the most accommodating.

I thus experienced what the Serving Staff told me was a

common malady for new Fellows — an increase in girth to

be best combated by long walks in the environs of Oxford.

Professor Glen MacDonald is a University of California
Presidential Chair and Director of the UCLA Institute of the
Environment. He is a Fellow of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.

Reflections of a recent Visiting Fellow

From the efficient
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Which brings me to life outside St Catz — Oxford offers

one of the richest academic experiences in the world.

From its libraries and labs to its gifted teachers and

researchers it is simply astounding. I quickly found

myself working on papers and research proposals with

lively and stimulating colleagues — many of them newly

met. There was also a vast array of visiting scholars,

politicians and musicians to command one’s attention.

With my own work and all that was offered by Oxford,

my term flew by in the wink of an eye. Today, I still

have my gown as a memento of a simply wonderful

time at St Catz and amongst the dreaming spires of

Oxford. To the Master, Fellows, students and staff I

extend my heartfelt gratitude. �

Above: Glen MacDonald outside the Institute of the Environment at UCLA.

There was also a

vast array of visiting

scholars, politicians

and musicians to

command one’s

attention.
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‘I am not a lecturer by trade I’m afraid’, was

Michael Frayn’s opening at his inaugural

lecture as Cameron Mackintosh Visiting

Professor of Contemporary Theatre, before

holding a busy Bernard Sunley Lecture

theatre rapt for the duration of his speech.

Speaking without notes, Frayn discussed his

thoughts on the conception of theatre,

making regular interjections of anecdotes and

examples from his own experiences and

career. The tone was serious and learned yet

flecked with lightness and humour. 

Frayn opened his lecture by asking, ‘what are

plays?’ The search for the answer took him

back to the very beginnings of drama. Despite

the history books placing the origins of theatre

in Ancient Greece, Frayn sees something

remarkably more human and deep-seated than

that, thus giving inspiration for the title of his

lecture, ‘Childsplay’. His personable quality

brought great weight to his argument, as he

retold the moment when this revelation came

to him. It was, he said, in sitting opposite his

five-year-old granddaughter, surrounded by

her great array of dolls and cuddly toys, that

he saw the ageless beginnings of theatre. As

she projected parts on to her ‘actors’ she was

creating a dialogue, a plot: ‘finding an aspect

of the world that doesn’t really exist, and

making it exist’.  

Michael Frayn realised that he himself had

been doing exactly this in his writing

throughout his career. Indeed, in that

instant, as he contemplated his young

granddaughter across the table, the

playwright realised that the beginnings of

drama are not to be found in the historians’

ideal, grounded in Grecian religion or

Dionysian frenzy, but rather, in fun. Frayn

continued towards the idea that long before

adults set the boundaries of the field of

drama and theatre, children were

experimenting with the genre.  It struck him

that, ‘what I’d been doing all my life was very

much what children do’. In his recent book

Stage Directions, detailing his career in

theatre, Frayn looks back to his own

childhood, and his first foray into theatre in

the form of a playful puppet show he put on

aged eight. The ‘staggerings and lurchings’

of those primitive puppets were born of the

same basic inspiration that drove the creation

Michael Frayn makes his inaugural lecture as the
nineteenth Cameron Mackintosh Visiting Professor
of Contemporary Theatre.

Cameron Mackintosh inaugural
lecture

The Master, Claire Tomalin and Michael Frayn entering St Catz.
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of the award winning Copenhagen or Noises

Off: the desire to entertain.

After setting this theory of plays as play, he

then turned, with his audience, to the much

discussed question of the differences between

being a writer of plays and a writer of novels.

Speaking as a renowned author of both genres,

he observed that there are several fundamental

differences between the two. First he turned

his attention to the most apparent: that,

generally speaking, plays are short, and novels

are long. Plays, he expanded, must be compact;

they must be kept on track from open to close,

whereas a novel may deviate, stop, or even

change tack entirely. To illustrate his example,

he turned to the last four plays of a playwright

he is famous for translating: Chekhov. ‘Every

line’, stated Frayn, ‘of those last four plays is

driving forward the business’. 

Second, in a novel, access to the characters,

their mind, conscience and decision-making

processes, are elements entirely open to the

novel’s author and thus, their audience.  In

the play however, this is not so. All we may

know of a character in theatre is what the

character chooses to tell us and even then

what they tell us may be, either intentionally

or through lack of self-understanding, untrue.  

This brought Frayn succinctly to the next major

difference between the two genres: the

relevance of the audience. The play, he stated,

needs an audience and in response, the

audience is very much a part of the

performance. Of course, it would be untrue to

say that the novel needs no such audience, as

it too relies on a reader to bring it to life, but

for a play, each night of the same performance

will differ dramatically depending upon those

who view it. Offering an insight into his own

experience, he described how the playwright

sitting within the audience feels a wash of

emotions in direct correspondence to the

response of the audience themselves. A play

that is well received will bring the watching

creator great satisfaction, whilst one that goes

down badly brings him great pain. Frayn then

told humourously of his realisation of the

importance of an audience during his time as an

undergraduate at Cambridge. He spoke fondly

of doggedly attending a series of History of

Philosophy lectures given by his tutor, despite

the audience dwindling away to just himself!

Frayn then moved on to the crucial role of the

present tense in drama. ‘Things happen in

front of your eyes’ he stated, naming this the

very essence of theatre. Again, he turned to

Chekhov for his explanation, describing how

although a great deal of narration of the past

takes place in his plays, what actually matters

is what happens on stage. It is the present

that is the action, the crux and the life of the

theatre. Specifically Frayn focussed on the

proposal scene in The Cherry Orchard, where

the audience is intensely conscious of the

present: every millisecond is painfully time

consuming. Despite every attempt by the

playwright to delay the ever approaching

present, it ‘has to come on to the stage in

some form sooner or later’.  

In his conclusion, Frayn highlighted the magic

of the theatre, that which all the elements

that he spoke of contribute to. It can, he said,

be all kinds of things to all kinds of people: it

can be high art, religious fervour or Dionysian

frenzy. And yet above all, ‘we should always

remember that plays are play’. �

Michael Frayn takes questions from the audience after his

inaugural lecture.
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Lord Mandelson, First Secretary of State, Secretary of State for Business,

Innovation & Skills and Lord President of the Council, was greeted warmly by

a large audience when he returned to St Catherine’s, his former college, to

address the Oxford University Labour Club (OULC) early in Michaelmas Term. 

He was enthused to see such a vast audience before

him, as he joked that there may be a ‘budding prince of

darkness…or perhaps a princess of darkness’ amongst

the assembly.

The body of Mandelson’s speech emphasized the vital

elements of party image, instincts, and ideology.

Several times, the MP drew the audience back to the

past, in reminding them of 1997 and Labour’s

momentous ‘election of change’, as he looked towards

the forthcoming elections. He recognised the work that

Labour have still to do in order to be re-elected, but

gave an optimistic forecast, stating his belief that the

Conservative’s have not yet endeared themselves to

the electorate. In fact, despite Labour’s current fragile

standing in the opinion polls, Mandelson presented a

sense of hope and opportunity for his party, saying

‘the underlying picture is slightly different’.

Lord Mandelson centred much of his speech on the

subject of the credit crunch, which he described as a

‘once in a lifetime financial crisis’. Calling Labour a

government which is ‘big and strong enough’ to bring

about a recovery, he made repeated reference to the

stabilisation and support of the banks that his party has

made throughout the recession. When questioned

about what Labour would offer if re-elected for a fourth

term, he stated immediately: the economy — ‘it has to

be’, he said, as with increasing economic challenges,

‘we’ve got to make sure we do more and better’

Mandelson also tackled the topical issue of the state of

British universities, which he described as

establishments of ‘innovation’. He set out his high

regard for such places saying that, ‘universities

generate knowledge, transfer knowledge, [and] help

apply knowledge’. One student asked about his

Peter Mandelson addresses 
The Oxford University Labour Club

‘The onus

remains on us’,

he said, as he

stated Labour’s

need to

demonstrate

their

continuing

competence.
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perspective on the idea of privatisation of these

institutions, to which the MP answered that for

continued high standards, they must continue within

the framework of ‘the Public’.

The concluding message was one of progression and

development. While acknowledging the difficulties

facing any party looking to be re-elected after 12 years

in power, Mandelson underlined the possibility of

success if the current government took the opportunity

to move forward. ‘The onus remains on us’, he said, as

he stated Labour’s need to demonstrate their

continuing competence. He focussed on his party’s

youthful cabinet, now more tight-knit, high quality and

inspirational than he has ever worked with, as the

catalyst for this demonstration.  It is important, he said,

that the cabinet does not tire, bore or age. 

After the talk, Mandelson was happy to mingle with the

crowd, chatting with aspirational student politicians and

appreciating their enthusiasm.  Second-year student

and co-chair of OULC, Ben Lyons, described the event as

a great success, saying, ‘It was really exciting being

able to host Lord Mandelson at his old college. He

seemed excited to be back at Catz and gave a great

speech, full of energy and enthusiasm. We had people

from across the university queuing up to come in, and

at the end he seemed surprised (although not unhappy)

to receive the celebrity treatment, with plenty of

requests for interviews and photos with students.’ �
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Peter Mandelson speaking in the Bernard Sunley Lecture Theatre.
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The Centre for Vision in the Developing World, based at

St Catherine’s, became a reality in March 2009, three

years after I first explored the possibility of setting up

such an institute.  As you will see in our mission

statement — ‘everyone should be able to see clearly —

we aim to help over a billion people who can’t’ — this

Centre is devoted to research into improving methods of

vision correction in the developing world.

Although I can recall making my very first variable focus

mirrors when I was about ten, my true interest in vision

and vision correction came about rather serendipitously,

in the mid 1980s. It was a chance remark made by a

colleague when I was Fellow and Tutor in Physics at New

College that inspired me to begin my research. So, in

March 1985, I designed and made several very crude

variable-power lenses, before, in May of the same year,

I succeeded in making one of rather higher quality. I

found that when I looked through and adjusted the

power of this lens, I could exactly correct my myopia

myself — without the need of an optician. This set me

wondering whether I might be able to provide a route to

vision correction for many people in developing

countries who need, but do not have, corrective

eyewear or access to opticians.

‘We Should Always Remember that Plays are Play’

I found that

when I looked

through and

adjusted the

power of this

lens, I could

exactly correct

my myopia

myself —

without the

need of an

optician.

Professor Josh Silver wearing his ‘Adspecs’.

Josh Silver, alumnus of the College, on the
Centre for Vision in the Developing World
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Two questions then needed answering: how many

people in the world need glasses, and could they solve

their problem by creating their own prescription

eyewear, as I had just demonstrated with my prototype

lens. The simple answers to these questions, are that

between two and three billion people in the world

need corrective eyewear, and that yes, most people

can ‘self-refract’ with good accuracy. 

Having established these answers, I took my self-

refraction eyewear into manufacture, and there are

now over 30,000 pairs of this first adaptive eyewear

device, my ‘Adspecs’, in use in over 15 countries. The

‘Adspecs’ are the first (and currently only) available

self-adjustable glasses that allow users to tune their

glasses to their eyes. To change the power of the

lens, the user turns the wheels on the syringes on the

arms to pump more or less silicone oil into the lenses

(which are simply two flexible membranes, protected

by a hard plastic layer), changing their shape. When

this has been done, the user simply tightens the

screws on each side of the frame and cuts off the

syringes and tubing.

Our focus to begin with is quantifying the true global

need for vision correction. This year, the Centre has

made progress towards what we hope will be an

authoritative publication on that need.  Secondly, we are

interested in precisely how refractive error is measured.

Somewhat surprisingly, there do not appear to be any

actual standards for the measurement of refractive error.

Some practitioners will refer to the ‘gold standard’ as

being a refraction carried out by a qualified practitioner,

but our research has already shown that there is

significant error associated with such

measurements — or, put simply, the

agreement

between

measurements

made by different

practitioners is simply

not very good.. Thirdly, we are interested in how

well a person can self-refract, and we have built new

vision instruments to study this. We have also developed

a training programme, with associated materials, to

ensure effective delivery of the new corrective eyewear,

and tested this last Summer, with the delivery of

corrective eyewear to 1000 people in Liberia. Finally, we

are working on a study of child vision with support from

the World Bank in Washington, DC. The eventual aim of

this study is to try to find a strategy to deliver corrective

eyewear to many hundreds of millions of children in the

developing world.  In the past year we have been

collecting field data to this end, in collaboration with our

international partners in China and the USA.  At this early

stage in the study, we are comparing the accuracy of

self-refraction with refraction by an eye-care professional

for 1800 children aged 13 to 16.  We plan to extend the

age range in a later, larger study. �

Josh Silver (1964, Physics)

See the Centre for Vision in the Developing World’s new

website www.vdw.ox.ac.uk .

The ‘Adspecs’ are currently on
display in Whitehall, and have
also been chosen by the
Smithsonian for a Design
Exhibition in the National
Design Museum in New York
from May — even Gordon
Brown has a pair!
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Finals Results 2009
Biological Sciences
Linnea Ek II (i)
Nia Hamer I
Sarah Harvey II (i)
Peter Jones II (i)
So Yoon Lee II (ii)
Hannah McCurrach II (i)
Sean Renfer I
Michael Senior I
Rosalind Whiteley I

Chemistry (MChem)
Angela Di Paolo II (i)
Saul Moorhouse II (i)
Aleks Reinhardt I
Timothy Rooney II (i)
Simon Shenton I
Andrew Williams II (ii)
Hanna Winiarska I

Computer Science (BA)
Zhen Dai III

Economics &
Management
Ming Qiu II (i)
Lai Hang Wong II (i)

Engineering Science
(MEng)
Alexander Burtenshaw I
Christopher Chan II (i)
Sean Dean III
Alice Kelly II (ii)
Ashley Wharton I

Engineering, Economics &
Management (MEng)
Leo Masson I
Mandish Muker II (i)
Fenix Wang II (ii)

English Language &
Literature
Alexander Ball I
Charlotte Bayley II (i)
Samuel Churney I
Eleanor Cittern II (i)
Madeleine Corcoran II (i)
Thomas Costello I
Benjamin Doeh II (i)

Experimental Psychology
Hanna Gillespie-Gallery I
Caroline Woffindale I

Fine Art (BFA)
Thomas Howey II (i)
Jasmine Robinson II (i)

Geography
Andrew Bremner II (i)
Kimberley Harley II (i)
Carly Leighton I
Timothy Monger-GodfreyII
(i)
Jack Robinson II (i)
Lucy Rowland I
Tomo Sandeman I
Victoria Sena II (i)
Niall Westley II (i)

History
Timothy Buss II (i)
Alice Free II (i)
Jason Hardman II (i)
Sean MacKenzie I
Charlotte Nolan II (i)
Edward Richardson II (i)
David Tolley II (i)
Fiona Wilks II (i)

History & Politics
Edward Ramsay I

History of Art
Claire Berthet II (i)
Sophie Siem II (i)

Human Sciences
Laura Beckerson II (i)
Thomas Carpenter II (i)
Felix Day II (i)
Laura Feetham I
Alexander Kron II (i)
Katie Murphy II (i)
Henry Tomsett II (i)

Law
Natalie Bryce II (i)
Gerard Cole II (i)
Emma Farrow II (i)
Christopher Knowles I
Alice McDonald II (i)
David Nuttall II (i)
Ryan Taylor II (i)

Materials Science (MEng)
April Dunham II (i)
Wei Hao Gu II (ii)
Tamara Ibrahim II (i)
Lewys Jones I

Mathematics (MMath)
Christopher Boedihardjo I
Adrian Johnston II (i)
Qian Pu II (ii)
Timothy Weir I
Cindy Zhang II (ii)
Yun Zhe Zhang II (i)

Mathematics & Computer
Science (MMathCompSci)
Nicholas Cowle I

Mathematics & Statistics
(BA)
Nikhil Shah II (i)

Medical Sciences
Veronica Chan I
Sophie Foxen I
Rosemary Hinton II (i)
Wei Ying Jen I
Maria McPhee I

Modern Languages
James Bolton II (i)
Gregory Deeley II (i)
Alexander Iltchev II (i)
Katerine Jodoin II (i)
Amelia Jupp II (i)
William Kilpatrick II (i)
Mary-Anne McEvilly II (i)
Theresa Page II (i)

Modern Languages &
Linguistics
Heather Waldman II (i)

Molecular & Cellular
Biochemistry (MBiochem)
Sarah Bowe II (i)
Robert Piggott II (i)
Marcus Wilson I

Music
Hannah Davis II (i)
Thomas Foster I
Matthew Hawken II (ii)
Duncan Strachan I

Oriental Studies
Dewi Goulden II (i)

Philosophy & Modern
Languages
Natalie Katsarou II (i)

Philosophy, Politics &
Economics
Gavin Abbs II (i)

C O L L E G E  L I F E
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Helene Almas II (i)
Samuel Donaldson I
Efeosa Ekhaese II (i)
David Innes I
Nicholas Szmigin II (i)
Nada Tarbush II (i)

Physics (BA)
Robert Heaton I
Dominic Williams II (i)

Physics (MPhys)
James Hindle II (i)
Elisa Papa II (i)
Vincent Platt II (i)
Ben Warner II (i)

Physiological Sciences
Ruth Holmes II (i)
Mikhail Kuzmin II (i)

SCHOLARSHIPS AND
EXHIBITIONS

Scholars
Joe Bennett (Materials
Science), Geoffrey Griffith
Scholar
Hannah Buckley
(Chemistry), College Scholar
David Bull (History), Philip
Fothergill Scholar
Timothy Butler (Materials
Science), College Scholar
Claire Carpenter
(Chemistry), College Scholar
Simon Cassidy (Chemistry),
ATV Scholar
Felix Chan (Chemistry), ATV
Scholar
Timothy Chu (Mathematics &
Statistics), College Scholar
Liam Dempsey
(Mathematics), Clothworkers
Scholar
Geoffrey Evans (Physics),
Goldsworthy Scholar

Jonathan Fee (Medical
Sciences), Sembal Scholar
Alice Gatland (Chemistry),
ATV Scholar
Sebastian Gnan (Biological
Sciences), Rose Scholar
Max Grandison (Geography),
Baker Scholar
Ross Hughes (History),
Garret Scholar
Mary Intsiful (Economics &
Management), College
Scholar
Wojciech Kaluza
(Chemistry), F M Brewer
Scholar
Marta Krzeminska (Oriental
Studies), College Scholar
Kwok Chung Lam
(Mathematics), College
Scholar
Jeremy Law (Chemistry),
College Scholar
Matthew Passman
(Engineering, Economics &
Management), Clothworkers
Scholar
Alun Perkins (Physics),
Goldsworthy Scholar
Tarik Saif (Materials,
Economics & Management),
College Scholar
Michelle Savage
(Chemistry), College Scholar
Ragav Sawhney (Biological
Sciences), Rose Scholar
Tsun Hang Shek (Economics
& Management), ATV
Scholar
Zubin Siganporia
(Mathematics), College
Scholar
Gavin Sillitto (Engineering
Science), College Scholar
Joshua Sutherland
(Engineering Science),
College Scholar

Jonathon Swinard (Music),
Repetiteur Scholar
Eva Tausig (History of Art),
Leask Music Scholar
Emma Thorneycroft (History
of Art), Kaye Scholar
Geoffrey Tibbs (Fine Art),
College Scholar
Marcin Ulinski (Computer
Science), Brook Scholar

Exhibitioners
Caroline Bird (English
Language & Literature),
College Exhibitioner
Jack Davies (Molecular &
Cellular Biochemistry),
College Exhibitioner
Nicholas Denny (Medical
Sciences), College
Exhibitioner
Jonathan Fee (Medical
Sciences), College
Exhibitioner
Christopher Greening
(Molecular & Cellular
Biochemistry), College
Exhibitioner
Olga Kuznetsova (Molecular
& Cellular Biochemistry),
College Exhibitioner
Isobel Neville (Medical
Sciences), College
Exhibitioner
Nikhal Shah (Mathematics &
Statistics), College
Exhibitioner

PRIZES AND AWARDS

University Prizes

Undergraduates
Armourers and
Brasiers/Rolls Royce Prize
Phei Qi Sim (Materials
Science)

Association of Physicians
Prize for an Innovative
Project Demonstrating
the Promotion of
Academic Medicine
Veronica Chan (Medical
Sciences)

BCS Prize in Computer
Science
William Hackett (Computer
Science)

Biogeography Research
Group Undergraduate
Dissertation Prize
Nomination
Tomo Sandeman
(Geography)

Corus Prize for Best
Performance in Part I
Practicals
Hui Liang Wang (Materials
Science)

Duns Scotus Medieval
Philosophy Prize
Samuel Donaldson
(Philosophy, Politics &
Economics)

Falcon Chambers Prize for
Land Law
Christopher Knowles (Law)

Gibbs Book Prize
Carly Leighton (Geography)

Gibbs Prize for BMBCh
Part II
Jonathan Fee (Medical
Sciences)

Gibbs Prize
Wei Ying Jen (Medical
Sciences)

Gibbs Prize for the Best
Practical Portfolio
Caroline Woffindale
(Experimental Psychology)

H O Beckit Thesis Prize
Tomo Sandeman
(Geography)

Heath Harrison Travel
Grant
Timothy Beyer (Modern
Languages)

Heath Harrison Travel
Grant
Eleanor Mortimer (Modern
Languages)

HMGCC Project Prize in
Information Engineering
Ashley Wharton
(Engineering Science)

Hoare Prize for the Best
Overall Performance
Thomas Gibson-Robinson
(Computer Science)

Kolkhorst & Arteaga
Exhibition
George Feld (Modern
Languages)

Lonza Biologics Prize for
the Best Final Year
Performance in Chemical
Engineering
Alexander Burtenshaw
(Engineering Science)

Maurice Lubbock Prize for
Performance in
Engineering, Economics &
Management
Leo Masson (Engineering,
Economics & Management)

Musgrave Fund Grant
Eleanor Mortimer (Modern
Languages)

Part II Thesis Prize
Proxime Accessit
Aleks Reinhardt (Chemistry)

QinetiQ Prize for the Best
Third-year Design Project
Olufemi Fadugba (Materials
Science)

Ronald Victor Janson Prize
for Best Project in
Electronic Communications
Christopher Chan
(Engineering Science)

Graduates
Monckton Chambers Prize
in Competition Law
Marco Corradi (Law)

Peter Beaconsfield Prize
in Physiological Sciences
Justin Moore (Medical
Sciences)

Hobson/Mann Memorial
Scholarship
Andrew Page (Medical
Sciences)

College Prizes
The Bailey Prize for
Debating was not awarded

The Burton Prize for the
best academic performance
during the year in an area
covering Psychology,
Sociology, Geography and
Human Sciences was
awarded to Laura Feetham
(Human Sciences) and
Caroline Woffindale
(Experimental Psychology)

C O L L E G E  L I F E
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The Cochrane Evidence-
Based Medicine Prize for
the best essay on an
aspect of evidence-based
practice or the critical
appraisal of a topic by a
graduate student in clinical
medicine was awarded to
Jennifer Mullin (Medical
Sciences). Proxime Accessit
Imran Mahmud (Medical
Sciences)

The Frank Allen Bullock
Prize for the best piece of
creative or critical writing
was awarded to Thomas
Costello (English Language &
Literature) and Aisha Mirza
(Human Sciences)

The Gardner Prize for
outstanding contribution to
the life of the College was
awarded to Jonathon
Swinard (Music) and Mark
Simpson (Music)

The Harold Bailey Prize for
Asian Studies was awarded
to James Fowler (European
& Middle Eastern Languages)

The Hart Prize for the best
essay on an historical

subject by a first or second
year undergraduate was
awarded to Emma Mansell
(History of Art). Proxime
Accessit Alice Pooley
(History)

The Katritzky Prize for the
best performance in
Chemistry Part I was
awarded to Russell Woolley
(Chemistry)

The Katritzky Prize for the
best performance in the
Final Honour School in
History of Art was awarded
to Claire Berthet (History of
Art)

Leask Music Scholarships
were awarded to Louise
Maltby (Music) and Halla
Magnúsdóttir (Human
Sciences)

The Michael Atiyah Prize
in Mathematics for the
best mathematics essay or
project written by a St
Catherine’s undergraduate
in his or her second year
reading for a degree in
Mathematics or joint
school with Mathematics

was awarded to Zubin
Siganporia (Mathematics).
Proxime Accessit Panu Yeoh
(Mathematics)

The Neville Robinson
Prize for the best
performance in Physics Part
B was awarded to Felix
Flicker (Physics)

The Neville Robinson
Prize for the best
performance in Physics Part
C was awarded to Vincent
Platt (Physics)

The Nick Young Award
was awarded to Thomas
Costello (English Language &
Literature)

The Rose Prize for the best
academic performance
during the year in
Biological Sciences was
awarded to Michael Senior
(Biological Sciences)

The Rupert Katritzky Prize
is awarded for the best
performance in the Final
Honour School in History
was awarded to Sean
MacKenzie (History)

The Smith Award for
Services to Drama within
the College was awarded
to Caroline Bird (English
Language & Literature)

The Smith Award for
Services to Music within
the College was awarded
to Duncan Strachan (Music)

The Stuart Craig Award
given to an outstanding
student who has gained
distinction in a university or
national sport, or cultural
or musical activities was
awarded to Colin Smith
(Management Studies)

The Thomas Jefferson
Prize given to the North
American student who has
contributed most to the
College academically,
socially or culturally ‘in the
spirit of Thomas Jefferson’
was awarded to Claire
Berthet (History of Art)

College Travel Awards
Wallace Watson Award
Timothy Motz (European &
Middle Eastern Languages)
Laura Nellums (Anthropology)

Emilie Harris Award
Katarina Punovuori

Philip Fothergill Award
Janek Seevaratnam (Modern
Languages)
Lucy Hartley (English
Language & Literature)

Bullock Travel Award
Hannah Buckley (Chemistry)

Bullock Career Award
Hui Liang Wang (Materials
Science)

Raymond Hodgkin Award
Maximilian Bryant (English
Language & Literature)

Pat Knapp Travel Award
Nicholas Denny (Medical
Sciences)

Antony Edwards Bursary
Harry Forman Hardy
(Modern Languages)

Mark Davys Bursary
JekaterinaTchekourda (Law
with Law Studies in Europe)

Charles Wenden Fund
Alexander Ball (English
Language & Literature)

Philippa Mullins (Modern
Languages)

College Travel Awards
Rachel Brettell (Medical
Sciences)
Amy Carr (Law)
Jenny Casswell (Geography)
Timothy Chu (Mathematics &
Statistics)
Karwan Eskerie (Law)
Emma Farrow (Law)
Max Grandison (Geography)
Thomas Haynes (History &
Politics)
Mary Heath (Modern
Languages)
Holly Jones (Geography)
Kimberley Lake (Physics)
Roland Lasius (English
Language & Literature)
Imran Mahmud (Medical
Sciences)
Maxwell Minckler (Visiting
Student)
Nicholas Moss (Geography &
the Environment)
Aisha Mirza (Human
Sciences)
Melba Mwanje (Human
Sciences)
Victoria O'Brien (History &
Politics)
David Park (Physics)
Fiona Pitt (Modern
Languages)
Jasmine Robinson (Fine Art)
Tarik Saif (Materials,
Economics & Management)
Claudia Schurch (History)
Geoffrey Tibbs (Fine Art)
Timothy Weir (Mathematics)
Alexandria Winstanley
(Law)
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Graduate Degrees & Diplomas
During 2008-2009 leave to supplicate for the DPhil was granted to the following:

Dunlaith Bird (Modern Languages) *
Travelling in Different Skins: Gender Identity in European
Women’s Oriental Travelogues, 1850-1950

Sarah Boddy (Physiology, Anatomy & Genetics) *
Development and Application of an RNA Interference-Based
System for Modelling Spinal Muscular Atrophy in Mouse Cells

Timothy Carpenter (Biochemistry) *
Simulation Studies of the Influenza A M2 Channel Protein

Joseph Crawford (English Language & Literature)
The Curious Case of Milton’s Coffin: John Milton and the
sublime of Terror in the Early Romantic Period

Rachele De Felice (Computing) *
Automatic Error Detection in Non-native English

David Graham (Geography & the Environment)
The Socio-Spatial Boundaries of an `Invisible’ Minority: A
quantitative (re)appraisal of Britain’s Jewish Population

Richard Huzzey (History)
‘A Nation of Abolitionists’: Aspects of the Politics and Culture
of Anti-Slavery Britain, c.1838-1874

Winifred Idigo (Medical Sciences) *
Role of Neuronal Nitric Oxide Synthase in the Regulation of
B3-Adrenergic Responses in the Healthy and Remodelled
Murine Myocardium

Yanyan Jiang (Pharmacology)
The Role of Peripheral TNF in Acute Brain Inflammation

Hyun Lee (Sociology) *
The Development of Diversity in Japanese Social Welfare: A
Case Study of a Non-profit North Korean Social Welfare
Organisation in Japan

Apichart Limpichaipanit (Materials)
Wear and Indentation of Al2O3/SiC Nanocomposites

Andrejs Novikovs (Mathematics)
Some Problems in Gasdynamics and Shallo Water Flow

Eileen Nugent (Physics)
Novel Traps for Bose-Einstein Condensates

Tammy Pegg (Medical Sciences)
Effects of Surgical Revascularisation on Myocardial Function
and Injury

Roland Ramsahai (Statistics)
Causal Inference with Instruments and Other Supplementary
Variables

Ross Robinson (Medical Sciences)
Structural Biology of Protein – Protein Interactions

Ralf Schneider (Biochemistry)
Effects of Disease-Associated Mutations on the Fold and
Secretion of Fibulin-5

Sarah Snelling (Medical Sciences) *
Genetic and Functional Studies of Osteoarthritis Susceptibility

Daniel Stokeley (Life Science Interface)
Multi-Scale Modelling of Long QT Syndrome

Christian Toennesen (Management Studies)
Ethicising: Towards an Understanding of Ethics as Material
Practice

* indicates previous graduate of the College

The following were successful in other
examinations:

Nabeel Alsindi, BMBCh
Peetra Anderson-Figueroa, MSc (C) Financial Economics
Celia Belk, BMBCh * †
Vincent Benezech, MSc (C) Applied Statistics †
Mohammed Bircharef, MSc (C) Mathematical Finance (part-
time)
Malcolm Birdling, MPhil Law *
Jake Campbell, MSt History
Bo Cao, MSc (C) Mathematical & Computational Finance
Joseph Chedrawe, BCL †
Chung Hyun Cho, MSc (C) Evidence-Based Social
Intervention
Marine Clement, PGCE
Gertrude Cloyd, MSc (C) Science & Medicine Athletic
Performance
Marco Corradi, MJuris †
Francisco Costela Sanchez, MSc (C) Biomedical
Engineering
Alessandra Durand, MPhil Latin American Studies
Karwan Eskerie, BCL †
Rebecca Feddema, Executive MBA (part-time)
Michael Ferguson, MBA
Nadiya Figueroa, MPhil Development Studies
Mario Fuentes, MSc (C) Financial Economics
Kenneth Garrett, MSc (C) Applied Statistics
Keith Geary, MSc (C) English Local History (part-time)
Colin Groshong, MPhil Politics (Comparative Government)
Rory Hamilton, BMBCh *
Suzanne Ii, MSc (C) Visual Anthropology
Udoamaka Izuka, MSc (C) Pharmacology
Mandar Jadhav, MBA
Young-Jae Jang, Certificate in Diplomatic Studies
Teresa Kao, MPhil Migration Studies
Frank Kennedy, BCL
Wai Mun Lai, MBA †
Denisse Lazo González, MSt Women’s Studies
Judith Le, MSc (C) Comparative Social Policy
Craig Leaper, BMBCh (Graduate Entry)
Jo Lennan, BCL †
Yu-Hsin Liao, MSc (C) Management Research
Kevin Lorimer, MSc (R) *
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Christopher Metcalf, MPhil Oriental Studies (Cuneiform
Studies) †
Zevic Mishor, MSc (C) Neuroscience
Nicholas Moss, MSc (C) Nature, Society & Environmental
Policy
Jennifer Mullin, BMBCh
Rebecca Munro, MSt History of Art & Visual Culture
Julie Nataf, Diploma in Legal Studies †
Laura Nellums, MSc (C) Medical Anthropology
Daniel O’Driscoll, BMBCh *
Mallory Owen, MSc (C) Global Governance and Diplomacy
Andrey Panov, MJuris †
Alvaro Paul Diaz, MJuris
David Payne, BMBCh (Graduate Entry) *
Mariana Pote, MSc (C) Material Anthropology & Museum
Ethnography
Brandon Roos, MSt History
Amos Ruiz Richard, MSc (C) Mathematical Modelling &
Scientific Computing
Ana Saraiva, MSc (C) Psychological Research
Sarah Schumann, MSc (C) Nature, Society & Environmental
Policy †
Claudia Schurch, MSt History of Art & Visual Culture
Janelle Shandler, MSc (C) Financial Economics
Matthew Sims, BMBCh
Colin Smith, MBA * †
Bansuri Swaraj, MSt Film Aesthetics
Bassel Tarbush, MPhil Economics
Sofia Van Holle, MSt Medieval & Modern Languages
Martin Walsh, MSc (C) Science & Medicine Athletic
Performance
Felix Weidner, MBA
Johanna Wiese, MPhil Migration Studies
Sandeep Yeole, MBA
Toufik Zakaria, MSc (C) Biomedical Engineering

* indicates previous graduate of the College
† indicates candidates adjudged worthy of distinction by the
Examiners

Graduate Scholars
Philippe Aeberhard (Chemistry), Leathersellers’ Company
Scholar
Amitava Banerjee (Medical Sciences), College Scholar 
Anisha Bhagwanani (Medical Sciences), Glaxo Scholar
Malcolm Birdling (Law), Overseas Scholar
Farid Boussaid (Oriental Studies), College Scholar
Meabh Brennan (Chemistry), Light Senior Scholar
Benjamin Britton (Materials), Leathersellers’ Company
Scholar
Joseph Chedrawe (Law), Light Senior Scholar
Nicholas Douglas (Medical Sciences), Light Senior Scholar
Scott Draper (Engineering Science), College Scholar
Julie Farguson (History), James Harris – Alan Bullock Scholar
Nathan Flis (History of Art), Overseas Scholar
Christina Fuhr (Sociology), Random House Scholar
Daniel Hudson (Materials), Poole Scholar
Darren Jeffers (Geography & the Environment), C C Reeves
Scholar
Yu Ping Luk (History), Light Senior Scholar
Imran Mahmud (Medical Sciences), Glaxo Scholar
Erica Marcus (Social & Cultural Anthropology), Light Senior
Scholar
Lisa McNally (English Language & Literature), College Scholar
Sandra Modh (Social & Cultural Anthropology), College Scholar
Rohan Paul (Engineering Science), Overseas Scholar
Pedro Raposo (History). Magellan Scholar
Ruth Schuldiner (English Language & Literature), Light
Senior Scholar
Tohru Seraku (Linguistics, Philology & Phonetics), Oxford
Kobe Scholar
Clare Shakespeare (Medical Sciences), Glaxo Scholar
Dong Myung Shin (Chemistry), Light Senior Scholar
Henry Shum (Mathematics), Alan Tayler Scholar
Ann Steele (Experimental Psychology), Leathersellers’
Company Scholar
Amrit Virk (Social Policy & Social Work), Great Eastern Scholar
Alasdair Walker (Engineering Science), Light Senior Scholar
Keiko Watanabe (Pharmacology), Oxford Kobe Scholar
Claire Waters (English Language & Literature), College
Scholar
Christian Yates (MPLS Doctoral Training Centre),
Leathersellers’ Company Scholar
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The 2008/2009 season has been an exceptionally

successful one for St Catherine’s athletes, who have

achieved much at both college and university level in a

wide variety of sports. Rowing has again been one of

the College’s big successes and, as has come to be

expected, several St Catz students were involved in the

Boat Race. Colin Smith, Oxford University Boat Club

president who rows at 2, and cox Colin Groshong, were

winners in the strong Blue Boat, and Martin Walsh

rowed at stroke in the Isis boat. At College level, both

the men’s and the women’s teams were also successful,

with the men climbing from 5th to 4th (the highest they

have ever finished!) in Torpids and the women making

impressively light work of retaining their headship. 

In rugby, the Catz side made it to the quarter-finals of

Cuppers before succumbing to a strong Worcester team

in a tight match. In the colleges’ XV Varsity Game Sam

Donaldson and Matthew Perrins were on the victorious

side, and for the second year running Sam was named

‘man of the match’. At Twickenham, Sean Mackenzie

once again represented the U21s. 

Catz student Sean Renfer has been awarded a Full Blue

for his win in the individual event at the Varsity

triathlon and his role in leading Oxford’s men to a

historic victory in the team event. The win, in the

competition held at Blenheim Palace, broke a nine-year

spell of Cambridge dominance.

Sports Review

Members of the Catz hockey

team with their Cuppers trophy:

Back row: Becky Taylor, 

Zoë Stanyon, Mim Walters. 

Front row: Abigail Millward, 

Kirsty Bell, Zoë Thomas, 

Katie Lark.
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The College men’s tennis team once again showed

their prowess in their sixth consecutive Cuppers win,

led by their captain Zubin Signaporia. Tim Weir

captained this year’s Blues Tennis team, which also

included Zubin, whilst Ryan Taylor represented the

University seconds squad and Charlie Hardwick the

thirds.

In hockey, the men’s team reached the semi-final of

Cuppers whilst the women won their final over

Univ/Hertford in a crushing 6-0 victory. Four players

from the winning team also represented the University,

with the Varsity-winning second team featuring

Miranda Walters, Katie Lark and Zoë Thomas (who was

named ‘player of the season’). Kirsty Bell played for the
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thirds. A fifth member of the victorious College side,

Ruth Holmes, has been elected to a sabbatical year as

the 2009/2010 University’s Sports Federation President.

Catz basketball team, who play jointly with Balliol, won

every game in the top college league this season by

double digits, alas to be beaten in the playoff final. St

Catz was also this year’s most represented college at

basketball Varsity, where Joseph Stieb, Mathias Rufino and

Anthony Sokora all played for the winning second team.

In cricket, Alex Ball captained the Blues to Varsity

victory at Lord’s, leading a team that also included

Mark Weston, whilst Sam Phillips and Matthew Evans

played for the second team. The College second team

narrowly missed out on winning the 2nds league, losing

only one game all season. Meghan Hardman

represented the women’s Blues at Lord’s and is also the

women’s club president for the 2009/2010 season.  

The JCR football team, captained by Rossa O’Keeffe

O’Donovan, finished second in this year’s premier

league, the joint highest position in College history.

The second team finished second in the top reserves’

league and made the semi-final of reserves Cuppers,

whilst the thirds, promoted for the second year

running, made it into the top reserves’ league also.

Ryan Taylor played for the Centaurs, the university

second team, and Jack Robinson in the Colleges’

Varsity. In the women’s game Caroline Barker and Becky

Taylor played for the University 2nds alongside Carly

Leighton, who scored the winning goal in Varsity.

Meanwhile, the College netball team achieved two

promotions this season, and the women’s badminton

side remained undefeated all season, winning the top

league. Charlotte Heads played for the badminton 

Blues squad.

Sean Renfer, who led Oxford to

Varsity victory in the triathlon

team event.

The Blues win the 2009 Boat Race.
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As Jamaica’s 2007 Rhodes Scholar, I was required 

to articulate how my plans for Oxford related to 

making a meaningful contribution in Jamaica. Having

chosen to return to Jamaica after six years of study 

in the United States, and having worked in the

development sector and in violence prevention and

women’s initiatives, I was more concerned about finding a

community and meaningful opportunities for holistic

growth at Oxford than my commitment to my island home.

Catz has surpassed my expectations in supporting and

challenging me in multiple aspects of my academic and

personal development. My experiences have varied from

speaking about the College on a BBC programme, to

working with the Development Office, serving as a Junior

Dean, and being awarded grants for research travel. 

A Catz travel grant supported my MPhil research into the

rise and fall of a pyramid scheme in Jamaica. For my

DPhil, I am focusing on the social construction and

exploitation of trust and the mechanisms through which

informal and criminal activity is legitimated in modern

Jamaican society. How and why do fraudsters and drug

dons command the authority that they do? Are formal

institutions and leaders complicit or ineffectual, and

how best do we respond? The insights I gain now will

serve me well in a career of public service in Jamaica.

There is a strong legacy of Caribbean academics and

leaders at Catz including Eric Williams, noted scholar on

the economics of the slave trade and first Prime Minister

of Trinidad and Tobago, and Sir Grantley Adams, first

Premier of Barbados and first Prime Minister of the West

Indies Federation, both members of the St. Catherine’s

Collegiate Society. Their time at Oxford and at Catz

provided opportunities for character development and

an understanding of the world that facilitated

sensitivity, maturity and integrity in political leadership. 

St Catz has provided opportunities for me to interact

with students, staff and alumni from different

geographical, social and disciplinary backgrounds and

therefore to challenge my assumptions of the world. At

the 2008 Telephone Campaign, the conversations I had

with alumni were informative, enlightening and often

hilarious. One of the first female students at Catz

recounted taking turns standing guard at the shower

stalls, to prevent male counterparts from barging in.

With the humour and resilience typical of Catz students

today, she stated that she couldn’t remember any undue

harassment at the hands of Catz boys; and, if there was

any, it was good preparation for her career as an

independent consultant in what could often be a harsh

and challenging world!!

Then and now, an Oxford education and belonging to a

community as rich and diverse as Catz prepares us

exceptionally well for the realities we will face beyond our

studies, from London to Kingston, Jamaica; and equips us

with the skills, understanding and mindset required to

effect some positive changes in the real world. �

Nadia Figueroa 
(2007, MPhil, Development Studies) 

Catz has

surpassed my

expectations in

supporting and

challenging me

in multiple

aspects of my

academic and

personal

development.
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A few hours later I was sitting in the audience terrified.

Since delivering the script to the director and cast

months earlier I had had nothing to do with the

rehearsal process, and so didn’t have the first idea

what the show looked like. My friends, some family,

even my Tutor was there and I was starting to wish I

was back in the exam schools. Worst of all, the in-the-

round staging meant I was sitting directly facing my

tutor, making the whole experience feel strangely,

horribly like a tutorial at the same time. Not only was I

about to be judged by my peers, but by an expert on

Renaissance literature too.

The whole process had started the previous year when I

    met Aisha Mirza, the composer of all the songs in the

show. We first met when she sneaked into a Master’s

drinks event with Tim Rice and we quickly bonded over

our shared love of Jesus Christ Superstar. We decided

then to write our own musical.

It was a stupid idea. Her music, although beautiful, is

folky, lyrically challenging, spare and quiet. The plays I

had written before at Oxford had always been wordy,

worthy and politically indulgent. This was not the

recipe for a hit musical. Added to this, I lack any

musical ability whatsoever. For me, clapping along at

concerts is always a traumatic display of incompetence.

Tom Costello
(2006, English Language and Literature) on his 2009 musical, Circle Line

3 2 / T O M  C O S T E L L O
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When I put down my pen in the last of my Finals

exams, knowing I never had to look at Middle English

histories of Troy ever again, the stress should have

been over. The only problem to think about should

have been what pub to go to. But I wasn’t heading to

the pub; I was heading to the theatre to see the

opening night of a musical I had written six months

earlier. The stress was only just beginning.

It’s amazing

what can be

achieved when

there are so

many

energetic

people around.
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Eventually, though, I wrote a script and Aisha wrote some

beautiful music. But it was only when we pressed a group

of fantastically talented Catz students into helping us

that the project really came alive. Vicky O’Brien directed it

audaciously, Binky Thorneycroft created beautiful

animated projections, Nathan Letore put together

stunning film-segments and Theo Whitworth led an

incredibly talented and dedicated band.

So six months later, sitting waiting to watch the play for

the first time, I needn’t have been worried. It was great.

Tim Rice would have been impressed. It’s amazing what

can be achieved when there are so many energetic people

around. In the whole three years I spent at St Catherine’s

College it always seemed like there was, whether in

theatrical, activist, or academic activity, a limitless supply

of embarrassingly talented people to learn from, compete

against and collaborate with. I’ll miss it. �

We first met

when she

sneaked into a

Master’s drinks

event with  

Tim Rice and

we quickly

bonded over

our shared love

of Jesus Christ

Superstar.

Above: Aisha Mirza (left) and Chris Greenwood (right) in

Circle Line.

Left: Tom Costello.
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Only weeks after competing in the 2008 Beijing

Olympics, Colin Smith, silver-medal-winning member of

the British Men’s Eights crew, returned to Oxford to

take up new challenges — both on and off the water.

While studying for an MBA at the Saïd Business School,

he would also lead Oxford’s quest to repeat the Boat

Race victory of the previous academic year. 

When an undergraduate at Catz, Colin had helped the

Dark Blues secure victory in the 2006 Boat Race. Now,

returning to embark upon a notoriously demanding

course — one he would later describe as both ‘amazing’

and ‘incredibly challenging’ — his thoughts would be

drawn again to a stretch of water between Putney and

Mortlake which, for over 150 years, has been the site

of one of sport’s most fiercely contested races. This

was a race about which he had first learned when, as a

young boy in Zimbabwe (whose first training session

had involved running by the perimeter of a dried-up

lake), he had looked up ‘rowing’ in an encyclopaedia. 

As newly-elected President of Oxford University Boat

Club (OUBC), and the first President to be elected while

not a current student at Oxford, ultimate responsibility

for preparing the best crew possible with which to face

Cambridge would rest on his shoulders. The coming

months saw Colin and all members of OUBC committing

to an ever-more gruelling schedule: one in which early

mornings on the water and long hours of circuit-

training would be counter-balanced by lectures,

seminars and candle-burning nights in the library.

The role of OUBC President is an executive one which

requires an aptitude for decisive leadership and clear-

headed decision-making. From the first moments of his

appointment, when he was asked if he would like to

retain the services of the Club’s world-class coaches,

Colin was actively involved with every aspect of the

Club’s operation — from discussing strategy to dealing

with the press and sponsors. It was also his job to

shape his crew, using skills acquired over many years of

his own training to know just when to apply more

pressure, when to encourage, and, crucially, how to

ensure that the men who would take to the water on

29 March 2009 would be in peak mental and physical

condition. 

When the day of the 155th Oxford and Cambridge Boat

Race arrived, an international audience watched as the

Dark Blues secured a decisive victory, finishing an

impressive three-and-a-half lengths ahead of the

Cambridge crew. Such an outstanding result was

achieved through the hard work, skill and

determination of all members of Blue Boat, and the

dedication and inspired leadership of an OUBC

President for whom the next challenge is always

beckoning irresistibly. �

Colin Smith 
(2003, Geography; 2008, MBA)

Colin Smith at the 2008 Henley

Regatta.

...early

mornings on

the water and

long hours of

circuit training

would be

counter-

balanced by

lectures,

seminars and

candle-burning

nights in the

library.
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Dunlaith Bird
(2000, English and Modern Languages; 2004, MPhil, Modern

Languages; 2006, DPhil, Modern Languages), winner of the 2008

Wallace Watson Award, writes about her experiences in Japan.

From Tokyo to Shiretoko:

Retracing Isabella Bird’s

Unbeaten Tracks in Japan

Travel is the opportunity to experience the

world from another angle. I chose in my

research for my Master’s and DPhil at St

Catherine’s to work on constructions of

gender in European women’s travel writing,

the interweaving of text and identity. I

therefore proposed to the Wallace Watson

Award interview panel to travel to Japan in

order to retrace the journey made by the

Victorian traveller, Isabella Bird (1831-1904).

Like Bird I would travel alone through the

interior of Japan, from Tokyo, Nikko, Niigata,

Akita, Aomori, to Shiretoko in the northern

Hokkaido province. I’d like to share a few of

the moments in Japan that still resonate, a

year on.

On my first night in Tokyo I went up to the top

of the Tokyo Tower, the immense, ear-popping

height of it, the setting sun drawing a

luminous path out towards Mount Fuji. The

next day I met Iona, a La Leche League co-

ordinator, in Asakusa. We wandered beneath

the beautiful painted canvas along the avenue

that led to the shrine, lined with stalls selling

peanut snacks and Pokemon, Uncle Eyeball the

cartoon character and kimonos, fans and

feathers and wigs and masks. At the shrine

there were dragon fountains, incense, prayers,

golden buddhas and bodavistas, koi carp

gliding under still water, with symbols painted

in black ink on their backs. The monks were

writing the temple name in fluid calligraphy

into the prayerbooks of the pilgrims, their

gleaming wet brushes flowing with a sinuous

grace I would only fully appreciate when I tried

their art for myself in Kyoto.

One of the enduring images I have of Japan is

Nikko, the location of the Futarasan Shrine,

constructed in 767 AD and now designated a

World Heritage Site. The red samurai bridge,

with the roiling river almost lost in mist, the

deep, almost oppressive green of the forests,

the feeling of something profound, magical,

the mists rising, water which reflects the light

in strange ways. In the shrine complex itself

there are carvings everywhere; harvest moon

rabbits play on the gatehouse roof, long

white clawed dragons leap out from under

the eaves. All around me towered the misty,

wide-branched trees, the same trees visible in

Isabella Bird’s sketches, over a hundred years

earlier: ‘when the broad road passed into the

colossal avenue of cryptomeria which

overshadows the way to the sacred shrines of

Nikko, and tremulous sunbeams and shadows

flecked the grass, I felt that Japan was

beautiful’. 

From Sado Island and animatronic Noh to

Shiretoko and black bears, I saw areas and

aspects of Japan that stunned me. Everyone I

spoke to was so impressed that Wallace’s

parents had chosen to do this wonderful

thing, to send others out in the world,

following paths Wallace might have loved to

take, walking in his footsteps in a way, but

also taking him with them. Continuing my

journey towards Aomori, I arrived at the

Samurai village of Kakunodate, an old feudal

town established around 1603. Isabella Bird

was particularly interested in these samurai
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villages, with their ‘deep-roofed gateways,

grass and stone-faced terraces.’ I found them

just as beautiful, Odono Samurai House, and

Karawada House with the carved shapes of

wooden butterflies which seem to fly in the

candlelight. Out in the corridor a craftsman I

had been talking to offered me a cherry bark

bookmark he had just carved as a gift. I held

the bookmark against my cheek, its

incredible smoothness contrasting with the

initial roughness of the bark. I bowed as low

and often as I could, and thanked him again

as I left. In the garden I wondered again at

the surprising proximity of art and nature in

Japan, cherry bark carved in the shadow of

the garden trees, haikus that capture cherry

blossom in mid-flight.

Having spent four days in Shiretoko, bathing

in onsen, or hot springs, watching deer and

avoiding bears, on 18 July I moved back to

Sapporo and the Ainu village of Shiraoi.

Isabella Bird was one of the first European

travellers to spend time with the indigenous

Ainu, studying their culture and customs. At

times Shiraoi felt a little like an Ainu theme

park, with speakers suspended from the

thatch in the long house, and fake smoked

fish hanging from the rafters. The Ainu

working there were incredibly helpful,

comparing Bird’s sketches with the layout of

the houses, teaching me some Ainu words,

and even arranging a meeting with the

director of the museum,

who turned out to be

an expert on Bird’s visit

to Shiraoi. He told me

that because Ainu

culture is oral, historical

records can have

lacunae. In Bird’s short

sentences he said

that, despite the

imperialist tinge, he

learned so much about his own

culture, from fertilisers to clothing, that

might otherwise be lost.

In Kyoto I visited the shrines and the fan shops,

took a class in calligraphy and kimono wearing,

and experienced the joy that is a night in a

traditional Japanese ryokan or guest house.

Tea is brought up on three lacquerwear trays,

with a whole fish, sashimi for when you’re

feeling brave, sushi, miso soup and tempura

with dipping sauce, red and green watermelon

in a glass dish, sweet red beans and tadpoles

of some kind in a grey pot of jelly with the

beginnings of little black eyes. Since Japan I’ve

developed a basic rule of thumb regarding the

amount of eyes a meal should contain. After

bathing in the onsen, I returned to find the

bedroom fairies had come, the trays were

gone, my bedding laid out and a tiny pink

paper crane with a note for good sleep and

sweet dreams lay on my pillow.

I caught a series of final shots

from the train on the way to

Tokyo Narita airport, with

shrines, blue tiled roofs, perfect

fresh green fields of rice, the

tips gleaming gold, fishermen

trailing silver curves on the

surface of the river. I’m already

planning on going back to Japan,

and I’d like to thank the Award

organisers for giving me the

opportunity to make my own

tracks in Japan. It was only last month,

looking at cherry blossom in Paris, where I

now live, that I realised what my journey

through Japan had taught me. Each of the

experiences I had were lessons in

ephemerality, mono no aware, the absolute

beauty in the moment, with part of that

beauty being that the moment you look

away, it is gone. �
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In the garden I wondered again

at the surprising proximity of

art and nature in Japan, cherry

bark carved in the shadow of

the garden trees, haikus that

capture cherry blossom in mid-

flight.

Dunlaith Bird wearing a kimono.
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Alan Katritzky (1948, Chemistry)

of exceptional promise, and should go very far’. Alan’s

academic achievements over the following decades have

shown that this confidence  was not misplaced.

After graduating with first-class honours, Alan embarked

upon doctoral research in heterocyclic chemistry under

the supervision of Sir Robert Robinson, OM. After his

successful viva in 1954, he continued independent

research at Oxford, as an ICI Fellow, a Senior Demy of

Magdalen and a lecturer at Pembroke College. At the

end of 1957, he left Oxford, becoming a University

Demonstrator/Lecturer at Cambridge and a Senior

Member of Trinity Hall. 

He now embarked upon major new research projects: N-

oxides, heteroaromatic tautomerism, electrophilic

substitution and conformational analysis. In 1960, Alan

became a Founder Fellow of Churchill College where,

guided by Churchill’s first Master, the Nobel Prize

winner Sir John Cockroft, he learned the art of political

manoeuvring. These lessons stood him in good stead

when he moved to Norwich and the new University of

East Anglia (UEA) in 1962 as Dean of the School of

Chemical Sciences.

At UEA, Alan devoted two decades to building up his

School’s international reputation as a global focal-point

for research in two major areas: spectroscopy (for which

he attracted Professor Norman Sheppard, FRS from his

fellowship at Trinity College, Cambridge) and, not

unexpectedly, heterocyclic chemistry. Heterocycles (rings

Alan Katritzky matriculated at St Catherine’s Society in

Michaelmas 1948 after two years of National Service.

His academic potential was noticed almost immediately,

with one tutor, the organic chemist  Sidney Plant,

observing in Trinity Term 1949 that he ‘has an

exceptionally good knowledge of organic chemistry for

a man at the end of his first year.’ The same tutor,

writing at the end of Alan’s undergraduate career, had

no doubt that the ‘excellent progress’ he had made

during his first year at Oxford was now promising to

bear fruit, describing Alan as ‘one of the best research

men I have ever had working with me.  He is a chemist

...the ‘excellent
progress’ he
had made
during his first
year at Oxford
was now
promising to
bear fruit...
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containing elements other than carbon) comprise the

largest of the traditional derivatives of organic

chemistry and are of seminal importance in all life

processes. Nevertheless, the study of their

fundamentals had been delayed relative to aliphatic

and aromatic organic chemistry. As Alan pointed out

years later in his 1993 International Society of

Heterocyclic Chemistry Award Lecture, his years in

Norwich were years spent ‘writing and spreading the

Gospel’. In particular, his 1961 monograph, Principles

of Heterocyclic Chemistry, which was translated into

seven languages, had had a significant impact upon

raising the profile of heterocyclic chemistry.

Alan was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1980,

and shortly after moved to America as the first Kenan

Professor of Chemistry at the University of Florida.

Using the experience that he had gained during his

years at UEA, he immediately set about establishing the

Florida Center for Heterocyclic Compounds, becoming

its inaugural director in 1985. Under Alan’s watchful

eye, the Center, which since its inception has played a

key role in raising the international profile of

heterocyclic chemistry, has grown from strength to

strength. In addition to the important research

undertaken on its premises, it has provided training to

academics and industrial research chemists, and has

also consolidated and expanded its collection of

secondary literature reviews. There have also been

many successful collaborations with US government

institutions and multinational companies and the Center

is now widely acknowledged to be the foremost

research institution for heterocyclic chemistry.

Alan Katritzky (third from right) with the Queen at the
opening of UEA’s School of Chemical Sciences in 1962.
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In 1999, Alan and his wife, Linde, established

ARKAT-USA, a not-for-profit organisation

whose aim is ‘to enhance chemical research

worldwide and hence to benefit researchers,

students, commercial and non-commercial

enterprises by increasing opportunity and

efficiency and reducing waste of materials,

time and effort’. Since 2000, the Florida

Center for Heterocyclic Compounds has

hosted an annual conference during Spring Break,

managed by ARKAT. All profits from the three-day event

are ploughed back into ARKAT’s flagship project, Arkivoc,

an open-access online journal that was established in

2000 in partnership with the University of Florida’s

Department of Chemistry. Arkivoc publishes reviews,

accounts, and full papers. It provides key resources for

scientists around the world – free access to papers and

a platform for the publication of their own work. The

resources offered by Arkivoc are of especial benefit to

scientists working in developing countries, whose

financial resources are often limited. Arkivoc has made

remarkable progress: in 2008 it published some 371

manuscripts, totalling 4320 pages. The reputation of a

scientific journal is measured by its ‘impact factor’ (IF),

which reflects the extent to which its papers are cited by

other scientists around the world: the IF for Arkivoc has

risen steadily from 0.43 in 2004 to 1.37 in 2008, and it

now ranks thirty-fifth among fifty-six journals of organic

chemistry worldwide.

Alan has always maintained close links with the

institutions at which he has studied and worked. At St

Catherine’s, he has generously endowed three

undergraduate prizes – for the best

performance in Chemistry Part I and in

the Final Honours Schools of History and

Art History – and established the

Katritzky Lectures, annual public lectures

to be given by a distinguished chemist,

historian or art-historian. The inaugural

Katritzky Lecture was given by Professor

Sir John Meurig Thomas, one of Britain’s

leading research chemists and educators, in February

2009.

Throughout the course of his long and distinguished

career, Alan’s research has been published in over 2000

papers, making him one of today’s most frequently

cited research chemists. Graduate students have gained

274 degrees under his supervision and he has trained

over 500 postdoctorals and visiting scientists. He has

travelled extensively to lecture, attend conferences,

teach and examine, and to collaborate with colleagues

in Europe, America, Africa, Asia and Australasia. In

recognition of his achievements, Alan has been awarded

twenty-three medals and prizes, and fourteen honorary

doctorates from 11 European and Asian countries; he is

a Foreign Fellow of the National Academies of

Catalonia, India, Poland, Russia and Slovenia. 

In 2005, Alan Katritzky was elected to an Honorary

Fellowship at St Catherine’s in recognition of his

distinguished academic career. �

Alan was

elected a

Fellow of the

Royal Society

in 1980....
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was in Phoenix’s case a flawless descent to the Martian

Arctic. It was the first occasion of many when the

champagne was brought out.

Shortly we were also celebrating the first images

returning. It was tremendously exciting to be the first to

see new images from Mars, and to see hardware that I

had designed and made working on the surface of

another planet 150 million miles away. We were looking

at the first surface samples since the Viking missions

over 30 years ago! I had particular responsibility for

checking the health of the instruments from the

telemetry, inspecting the data and making decisions on

engineering parameters for the next day’s operations,

as well as long-term planning and strategy.

Working on Phoenix meant working shifts on Mars time.

We worked during the Martian night preparing

commands to be uplinked while the spacecraft woke up

every day. One Sol — a Martian day — is 24 hours and

39 minutes, so every day we turned up to work 40

minutes later, slowly slipping in and out of sync with

Earth time. Experts from Harvard University helped us

overcome ‘Mars lag’ and keep our bodies to the

mission schedule.

At mission control, the hype was so intense that even

on our days off we would check to see what was

happening on Mars. At times it felt as if we were really

there on the surface of the planet. After five months of

hard work, the arctic winter set in and we said goodbye

Space is something I have always been interested in —

a childhood dream that I never grew out of. For me it

represents real exploration and science and all I wanted

to do was find a way to get there.

On graduating from Catz, I found a promising project

for a PhD at Imperial College, developing hardware for

NASA’s Phoenix Mars mission. The lander was to go to

the North Pole of Mars and investigate both the history

of water and habitability potential.

To help characterize the surface soil, I manufactured

micromachined substrates to catch Martian dust to be

examined by the microscopes. Moreover, I helped plan

for remote operations for the mission itself by

assembling and testing a flight copy of the hardware

and software of the microscopy station.

So it was a dream come true when I was invited to be

an Instrument Downlink Engineer for the mission. I was

the youngest female on the instrument team, but this

didn’t stop me making the most of my time there. In

August 2007 I went to Cape Canaveral to see the

perfect launch of the Delta II rocket carrying Phoenix;

the night-time launch was breathtakingly spectacular

as it lit up the sky going towards Mars.

Last year I headed out to Arizona to mission control

and prepared for landing. What NASA describes as the

‘six minutes of terror’ — and I now understand why —

as a spacecraft comes down on the surface of a planet,

4 0 / H A N N A  S Y K U L S K A
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Hanna Sykulska (2000, Engineering & Materials Science)

...it was a

dream come

true when I

was invited to

be an

Instrument

Downlink

Engineer for

the mission.
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to the instruments that gave us over 25,000 images

and the closest look we have ever had at another

planet. We picked up several awards for the work we

did on Phoenix, including NASA group achievement

awards. Independently, last March I was selected as the

IET Young Woman Engineer of the Year — a great

honour and an opportunity to challenge people’s

perceptions about what it means to be an engineer and

hopefully to encourage other young people to become

enthusiastic about such a career.

I now look forward to my next challenge. �

Hanna Sykulska with other
members of the Phoenix
microscopy team.
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Dave Rigg was a Captain in the Royal Engineers when, in

2007, in Helmand Province, Afghanistan, he joined a

mission to recover a missing Lance Corporal.

In the early hours of the 15 January 2007, Z Company of

45 Commando had been forced to make a hasty

withdrawal from the walls of a Taliban fort in the south of

Helmand Province, Afghanistan. Their dawn attack had

met a ferocious level of resistance — far beyond anything

suggested by recent intelligence reports — and they had

taken four casualties almost immediately. Now, having

escaped the killing area, they were missing Lance

Corporal (LCpl) Mathew Ford.

I was working as the military engineer advisor to the

Battle Group and our Headquarters had been responsible

for planning and directing the battle. The missing marine

was eventually spotted by studying video from an

unmanned aerial vehicle and, with his whereabouts

established, a rescue plan was quickly put together.

Between us and the fort was the 300-metre-wide

Helmand River, and the decision was taken to use two

Apache gunship helicopters to move four soldiers (two to

each helicopter) into the area rapidly to recover LCpl Ford.

When the Commanding Officer asked for volunteers, a

number of officers and marines stepped forward. The

majority were needed at headquarters to direct the

battle, leaving the Regimental Sergeant Major (RSM),

Marine Gary Robertson, Marine Chris Fraser-Perry and me

in the spot light.

While I waited outside the command tent for my fellow

volunteers, I spent a moment contemplating the task

ahead. I suspected that the enemy would expect our

return and lie in wait for us, growing in numbers as the

minutes passed. Our chances of survival, I reckoned, were

about 50/50. I tried to put my concerns to one side and

briefed the other three; they stared back at me wide-

eyed before the RSM said, ‘Is this a wind up?’

Moments later the Apaches swept overhead, landing

around 90 metres away. I found that I could just about

perch on the ledge that ran along the side of the

fuselage: my left hand gripped a grab hold, my right hand

held my weapon, and I had my right foot on the hellfire

Dave Rigg (1995, Engineering Science)

Our chances of

survival, I

reckoned,

were about

50/50.
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rocket rails. Unbeknown to me, Marine Fraser-Perry had a

far more precarious perch than mine — he was literally

hugging the engine air intake. If I had not been so scared

I might have laughed at the absurdity of the situation.

As we flew across the desert I remember thinking what

a beautiful sunny morning it was; the temperature was

just right and below us the camels and their herdsmen

were quietly going about their business, oblivious to

our unfolding drama. It was a stark contrast to the

scene that awaited us beyond the river, where the air

was thick with smoke and dust from the bombs and

artillery that were being used to suppress the enemy.

As we approached the fort the lead Apache descended

and disappeared into the murk while we held back,

hovering fifty feet off the ground. Below was a ruined

building, and a small copse of trees that smouldered

from the earlier bombardment. I could see flashes of

gun fire coming from the copse, and hoped that

whoever was down there had not spotted me perched

on the side of the helicopter.

As the Apache touched down I leapt forward and sprinted

to where I thought LCpl Ford was; the ground was soft and

uneven as though it had recently been ploughed. With the

various attachments, my body armour weighed about 15

kilos and by the time I had got to the injured marine I was

heavily out of breath. I found him slumped over with his

back to me. I knelt down beside him and rolled him over.

His face was grey and there was a neat hole in his

forehead; he was clearly dead. I tried to pick him up but

could not lift him — he was a big man and with all his kit

I felt extremely

vulnerable, was

physically

exhausted, and

was struggling

to subdue a

rising feeling

of panic.

An Apache gunship helicopter.

probably weighed 120 kilos. I started to drag him, but even

that was extremely difficult. Gunfire, sounding perilously

close, was all around. I felt extremely vulnerable, was

physically exhausted, and was struggling to subdue a rising

feeling of panic. At that moment, Chris Fraser-Perry turned

up and together we made — marginally — better progress.

One of the pilots saw us struggling and jumped down from

his Apache to give us a hand. With his help we soon

recovered the body to the helicopter, and then, to our

great relief, took off and flew back across the river.

I have a huge amount of admiration for the two young

marines who accompanied me on that day. They were

asked to take part in a plan over which they had no

control, and which was fraught with danger and

uncertainty. They did so without question or a moment of

hesitation and I doubt that I will ever again witness such

selfless actions, and such commitment to friends and duty.

Dave,was awarded the Military Cross for his actions. He

left the army in November 2008 and, after working as

an engineer consultant for a year, has now set up his

own renewable-energy consultancy. �
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the welcome opportunity to spend a term back in

Oxford, where my career in the History of Art began

thirty-five years ago, and where my career-long

specialism in late nineteenth-century French visual

culture also began. 

On my first day at Catz, in October 1971, I remember

sitting in my new room and looking through the

Examination Decrees at the options for Modern History. I

immediately decided to take the third-year Special Subject

on Baudelaire and the Artists of his Time. In my final year

I had the good fortune to be tutored by T. J. Clark, just

emerging as an art historian of major importance in the

nineteenth-century field. I also followed the course

documentation’s advice to use the Ashmolean print-room.

There one could look very closely at — even handle —

drawings made by Daumier, Degas, Monet and Pissarro.

The excitement of new scholarship and the discovery of

attentive looking at works of art went hand-in-hand.  

Encouraged by my college tutor George Holmes, I took

the postgraduate Diploma in the History of Art under

Professor Francis Haskell as a one-year test to see if it

was the right direction. For my dissertation I worked on

the Ashmolean’s sketchbooks of Robert Bevan, one of

the few British artists to have known Gauguin, and

learnt the discipline of analysing visual material as

one’s primary evidence.  

Having decided that the history of art was my path, it

seemed necessary to extend my range in the field, so I

The invitation to return to Oxford in Hilary Term 2009

as Slade Professor of Fine Art was a great honour. Craig

Clunas pointed out in his introduction at my first lecture

that, given my permanent role as Watson Gordon

Professor of Fine Art at the University of Edinburgh, I

was in the unusual position of holding two chairs of

Fine Art concurrently. Giving the Slade Lectures gave

Richard Thomson (1971, History of Art)

Reflections 
of a Slade
Professor 
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currently working with a French team on a major Monet

retrospective for Paris in 2010. Exhibitions give a

challenging new dimension to one’s work, and lead to

collaboration with museum curators, direct engagement

with the objects, and the articulation of one’s research

for the wider public. 

Giving the Slade Lectures was also about pitching one’s

research. I chose to look at French art during the 1880s

and 1890s: the period of Impressionism that people

think they know well. But my aim was to rattle that easy

assumption, by arguing that France’s Third Republic

favoured art which was populist and legible, consistent

with the regime’s commitment to égalité and fraternité,

as well as exact and documentary, in line with its

progressive allegiance to science and technology. This

meant showing some fairly obscure pictures, such as one

of a woman having a blood transfusion from a goat,

commissioned by a doctor! The History of Art can take

one down some strange and fascinating paths. My

journey with it took form at Oxford, from that initial

glimpse of an enticing cross-disciplinary course in the

Examination Decrees to stimulating teaching and hours

looking at objects in the Ashmolean. Giving the Slade

Lectures was a way to repay the debt. �

Richard Thomson

Watson Gordon Professor of Fine Art,

University of Edinburgh

went to the Courtauld Institute, where in 1976 I took an

MA studying Abstract Expressionism and Pop Art. The

Courtauld was extremely adept at getting people jobs;

within a year I had a lectureship at Manchester

University. The links with Oxford remained. Coming

down to hear one of Robert Herbert’s Slade Lectures in

the late 1970s I saw George again, who was delighted

that I had found my niche. In 1986 Christopher Lloyd

and I staged an exhibition of Impressionist Drawings at

the Ashmolean, and six years later I was asked to help

with an exhibition of the Museum’s nineteenth-century

French drawings which would tour in Japan, returning to

the works on which I cut my teeth. 

My academic career has been fairly straightforward,

leaving Manchester as a Reader after nineteen years to

take up the Watson Gordon Chair at the University of

Edinburgh, where I have now been for a further

thirteen. My main monographs — Seurat (1985), Degas:

The Nudes (1988), The Troubled Republic. Visual

Culture and Social Change in France, 1850-1900

(2004) — have followed broadly the social history of art

which Haskell and Clark opened up for me at Oxford.

This is the understanding that the production of art

must be understood within the dynamic of social,

economic and cultural change, rather than studied as

some elite, canonical practice. Where my work has taken

a different dimension has been in the curating of

exhibitions. Over the last twenty-five years I have been

involved with a dozen international loan exhibitions,

including Seurat and the Bathers at the National Gallery

(1997) and two Toulouse-Lautrec shows (London/

Paris,1991-2 and Washington/Chicago, 2005). I am

...one could

look very

closely at –

even handle –

drawings made

by Daumier,

Degas, Monet

and Pissarro.

The excitement

of new

scholarship and

the discovery

of attentive

looking at

works of art

went hand-in-

hand.
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David Mabberley (1967, Botany)

On 12 August 2009, the International

Association for Plant Taxonomy (IAPT)

presented its prestigious Engler Medal in Silver

to Professor David Mabberley of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew. The medal, for the most

outstanding publication in monographic or

floristic systematic botany published in 2007

or 2008, was awarded for the third edition of

David’s Plantbook, published in 2008 by

Cambridge University Press.

Timothy Brighouse (1958, Modern History) 

In the 2009 New Year Honours List, Tim was

awarded a knighthood for services to

education. 

Jake Brunner (1980, Geography)

After completing an MSc in remote sensing at

Imperial College in 1984, Jake returned to Oxford

as a demonstrator at the School of Geography

and tutor at St John’s from 1986 to 1989.  He

moved to New York in 1990, before joining the

World Resources Institute, an environmental

think-tank, and moving to Washington DC in

1992. In 2000 Jake joined Conservation

International (CI) where he managed wildlife

protection projects in Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos

and Burma, and in 2003 moved to Phnom Penh.

In 2008 he left CI and joined the International

Union for Conservation of Nature, to run their

Vietnam programme. In 2008 Jake also set up a

UK charity, Indo-Myanmar Conservation

(www.indo myanmar.org), dedicated to wildlife

protection in Burma. He married Binh, a public

health physician, in 2004 and they had a

daughter, Ada, in 2008. Jake now lives in Hanoi,

and apart from work, baby care, and staying in

touch with his two sons from his first marriage

(now at college in the US), he enjoys practising

his Vietnamese and making assorted jams and

chutneys.

Adam Foulds (1994, English)

Adam Foulds’s second novel The Quickening

Maze was short-listed for the Man Booker Prize

2009. Set in High Beach Asylum in the 1840s,

the book tells of how poets John Clare and

Alfred Tennyson briefly crossed paths at the

asylum in Epping Forest. The Quickening Maze,

which is in part an historical reconstruction, has

been widely praised for the portrayal of its

characters, and its lyrical language.

After graduating from St Catz, Adam studied a

creative writing MA at the University of East

Anglia.  His first novel The Truth About These

Strange Times was published in 2007 and his

book length narrative poem ‘The Broken

Word’, the following year.  In 2008, he was

named Sunday Times Young Writer of the

Year.

Andy Triggs Hodge

Andy Triggs Hodge (2004, Water Science

Policy)

Andy, who won a gold medal in the coxless four

rowing event at the 2008 Beijing Olympics, has

been made a Member of the Order of the

British Empire for services to sport. 
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James Marsh (1982, English)

Man on Wire, a documentary directed by

James Marsh, has won both an Oscar and

BAFTA in 2009. The film, which tells the

incredible story of Philippe Petit’s high-wire

walk between the Twin Towers of the World

Trade Center in New York in 1974, has

achieved international acclaim since it was

first released in 2008. Man on Wire won the

Grand Jury Prize: World Cinema Documentary,

and the World Cinema Audience Award:

Documentary, at the 2008 Sundance Film

Festival. In 2009, the film won the BAFTA

award for Outstanding British Film and the

Academy Award for Best Documentary.

Peter Raina (1960, Modern History)

Dr Peter Raina has had two new books

published in 2009, both by Peter Lang

Publishing Group, Oxford. The first, A.V. Dicey:

General Characteristics of English

Constitutionalism: Six Unpublished Lectures

with a Foreword by Lord Plant of Highfield, is

a collection of previously unpublished lectures

that Dicey first delivered in the late 1890s.

These lectures centred around his thoughts

on the sovereignty of Parliament, the

relationship between Parliament and the

people, and the role of constitutional

conventions. Peter’s second publication is

Bishop George Bell: House of Lords

Speeches and Correspondence with Rudolf

Hess, which contains the complete texts of all

Bell’s House of Lords speeches —

published for the first time in one volume

— and also previously unpublished

correspondence between George Bell and

Rudolf Hess.

Clive Maxwell (1989, Geography)

Clive has been made a Commander of the

Order of the British Empire for public

service. 

Matthea Marquart (1995, Visiting

Student)

Matthea, who works for the American

educational organisation Wireless

Generation (www.wirelessgeneration.com),

has done much work over the past year in

the field of e-learning, and has several

recent publications on the topic. Published

in June, Conference Proceedings of the

International Conference on E-learning in

the Workplace 2009, includes her ‘Case

Study of BELL E-learning: Award winning,

Interactive E-learning on a Nonprofit

Budget’.  An updated version of this case

study article was also published in the

International Journal of Advanced

Corporate Learning. Matthea was also

interviewed as a guest expert on designing

and implementing award-winning e-

learning for The Accidental Trainer

(http://theaccidentaltrainer.com/

interviews.htm).

Development
Office

Contact details:

Email: alumni@stcatz.ox.ac.uk

Franca Potts

Alumni Relations and Events Officer

Telephone: 01865 281596

Email: franca.potts@stcatz.ox.ac.uk

Jess Hughes

Communications Officer

Telephone: 01865 271760

Email: jessica.hughes@stcatz.ox.ac.uk

Megan Parry

Master’s Executive Assistant

Telephone: 01865 271762

Email: megan.parry@stcatz.ox.ac.uk

Please visit www.stcatz.ox.ac.uk 

to update your contact details.
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London Party 2010
Monday 26 April 2010, 6.30-8.30pm

THE HOUSE OF LORDS

This year the London Party will take place at the

House of Lords, a venue that has become a firm

favourite for this event over the years. This event

is for all our London alumni and any other alumni

who would like to attend. Invitations will only be

sent out to those who live in London and the

Home Counties. If you live outside this area, but

would still like to attend this event, please contact

the Development Office directly.

The College time capsule
The College Enigmatist offers the next clue (in a

series of 50) to the contents of the time capsule

buried under St Catherine’s College: 

Initially he found like an insect…

Previous Clues:

1. Two thirds of my number is one and a half times

what I am.

2. Pooh in 1927, true of us today?

3. Do they belong to longevity?

4. The first 6 000 flowers.

5. A good hiding...

6. Six of one and half a dozen of the other.

7. Initially he found like an insect…

4 8 / C O L L E G E  E V E N T S  2 0 1 0
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College events 2010
Wednesday 3 March St Catz musicians in concert with Oxford

Philomusica

Wednesday 3 March to Saturday 6 March Torpids

Saturday 6 March Degree day

Saturday 13 March Lunch for first-year students and their

parents

Saturday 3 April Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race

Friday 9 April Inter-collegiate golf tournament

Friday 16 April to Sunday 18 April University of Oxford North American reunion

Monday 26 April London Party, House of Lords

Wednesday 5 May Foundation Scholars Dinner

Wednesday 12 May Wallace Watson Award Lecture

Saturday 22 May Degree day

Wednesday 26 May to Saturday 29 May Eights Week

Saturday 12 June Degree day

Saturday 19 June Garden party for second year students 
and their parents

Saturday 26 June Gaudy for matriculands from the 1980s

Saturday 17 July Degree day

Friday 24 September to Sunday 26 September Alumni Weekend

Saturday 23 October Degree day

Saturday 6 November Degree day

Saturday 27 November Degree day

For more details about College events, please visit our website, www.stcatz.ox.ac.uk, or contact

our Alumni Relations and Events Officer, Franca Potts (01865 281596).
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Professor Richard Parish 
Tutor in French

The Bampton Lectures were founded in 1780,

and have been given either annually or

biennially ever since. For the greater part of

the time that they have existed, they have

had to be delivered by an ordained member

of the Church of England, but in recent years

have been opened to laymen and laywomen

of other Christian denominations (or, in

theory at least, none). The list of previous

lecturers is forbidding; and my own

distinguished predecessor was Raymond Plant,

a former Master and Honorary Fellow of the

College. The purposes for which they have to

be delivered are unambiguously described as

being ‘to confirm and establish the Christian

Faith, and to confute all heretics and

schismatics’; and the topics on which they

must concentrate are equally clearly specified

as being ‘the authority of the writings of the

primitive Fathers, the faith and practice of the

primitive Church, the Divinity of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ, the divinity of the Holy

Ghost, and the articles of the Christian faith,

as comprehended in the Creeds’.

I teach French. So it might not seem that I

was the most obviously qualified person to

apply. On the other hand, I have been

working for a long time now on writers of the

French Counter-Reformation, in all of its

complex and indeed often conflicting

manifestations; and it was therefore tempting

to see whether some of this material could be

transformed into a lecture series within the

constraints imposed. Most people would have

heard of Pascal, I assumed; but did they want

to know more about the major exponent of

Christian humanism, St François de Sales,

about the great orator Bossuet, or his

episcopal enemy Fénelon; or about the

spiritual autobiographies written in the

period? Was there a public for devotional

poetry, or for martyr tragedies, perhaps? And

what about the polemical disputes that

scarred the century, in the guise of Jansenism

and Quietism? The simple fact of asking these

rhetorical questions makes a negative reply

probable, and yet these are only a part of an

extraordinary range of topics that throw so

much light on the central concerns of the

grand siècle. But they also throw light, as the

brief demands, on what Christianity is. And

that should not read ‘was’; because all of

these issues are entirely pertinent to how

religious belief is accepted, understood or

indeed rejected by later believers and non-

believers. I was trying to address some of

that continuity.
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I greatly enjoyed delivering

the series, even if I felt

nervous on every single

occasion. And to those of

you who came, even if

only once or twice, 

thank you.

the least, and the heating is especially noisy.

There had therefore to be some trade-off

between warmth and audibility, and I felt it to

be in the spirit of the series to opt for the

latter. But perhaps the sheer architectural

distinction of the venue made up for at least

some of the discomfort.

I was generously supported by a range of

colleagues — the Warden of Keble (my former

college), in her capacity as Chairman of

Electors, the Chairman of the Theology

Faculty, the Vicar of St Mary’s, and many

friends and colleagues from Modern

Languages and from St Catherine’s. On the

other hand, in true Oxford style, nobody

really ever tells you what to do, and both the

formality of the occasion and the splendour

of the setting only add to the sense of

historical continuity and to the responsibilities

it brings. On a lighter note, in equally true

Oxford style, both the post-lecture receptions

in the Old Hall of Teddy Hall and the more

informal gatherings in the King’s Arms will

remain as a happy postscript. Thankfully,

there is a convention that questions are not

asked publicly (which, given some of the

questions that were asked privately, turned

out indeed to be a blessing). And now I will

look for the chance to publish them. Nobody

tells you about that either. �

The title I took (and this again was a risk) was

a simple but astonishing assertion by Pascal,

whose great unfinished apologetic project

that posterity knows as the Pensées provided

the only universally familiar text of the series:

‘Le christianisme est étrange’. I did not really

think I would be allowed to keep it, since the

lectures are obviously aimed at an audience

without any guaranteed knowledge of French,

and since, to put it bluntly, it sounds a bit

pretentious. But I got away with it; and I think

the subtitle of ‘Christian particularity’, which

made explicit that I was going to talk about

what was surprising, unexpected and indeed

disconcerting about Christianity, helped the

series to have some coherence. So I talked

about apologetics, language, discernment,

polemics, and redemption. But I also talked

about the sheer oddness of religious belief,

and of Christian dogma in particular.

The venue is laid down as being the

University Church of St Mary the Virgin, and

the time at which they were to be given

involved a good deal of negotiation. We

finally settled on Tuesday evenings

throughout the Hilary Term. The weather in

the late winter proved particularly

intemperate. On several occasions the Church

was bitterly cold, and my faithful audience

tramped through slush and ice, wrapped up in

several layers of clothing, to listen. The

church’s acoustic is unusual as well, to say
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Peter Battle
Tutor in Inorganic Chemistry

spend extended periods of time in the lab, so

a good deal of the hands-on work is

undertaken by ‘The Battle Group’, members of

which are either DPhil students, post-doctoral

researchers or Part II undergraduate Chemistry

students. I retain an involvement with the

practical side of research by taking part in the

experiments to characterise the compounds

that they produce: the group has regular

allocations of beamtime at the Institut Laue-

Langevin, an international research centre at

Grenoble, where a nuclear reactor produces

the beams of neutrons that we need.

You have said that you undertake

‘fundamental research’ as opposed to

research with a clear commercial end in

sight. Are there any practical applications

for your research?

While the nature of my research is such that

there is often a real chance that a desired end

result may not be achieved, I am always aware

of what could come out of my work. One area

of particular interest concerns the use of

materials whose electrical resistance changes

when put in a magnetic field. We are able to

create compounds with what is known as

colossal magnetoresistance, where resistance

drops by over 90%. Since computer disks store

information magnetically, these compounds

may have important practical applications in

the development of computer technology; by

measuring the resistance of a suitable

magnetoresistive material placed next to a

disk, we could read out what information the

disk contains. We are also working on the

basic development of magnetic materials and

on compounds that could be used in fuel cells. 

A glance at your CV reveals that your first

degree was actually in Physics, not

Chemistry. What brought about a transfer

from the former to the latter?

I opted to read Physics at university rather

than Chemistry to avoid having to continue

wrestling with organic chemistry — something

I had not enjoyed at school. I was then able

to return to Chemistry as a postgraduate,

which was rather fortunate since, at the time,

reading for a DPhil in Physics involved building

one’s own equipment (requiring a

corresponding love and deep understanding

of electronics which I did not possess). In

1980, I was appointed CEGB Research Fellow

at St Catherine’s and Oxford’s Inorganic

Chemistry Laboratory and, while my research

is still very much towards the physics end of

chemistry, I have been a chemist ever since.

What form does your research take?

I engage in fundamental research which

attempts to make new compounds with

interesting or useful properties. The

compounds are created by using the periodic

table of the elements to build up crystal

structures which contain the features that

might lead to such properties. During term

time, teaching commitments and various

other duties mean that I am not able to
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although they involve fundamental research,

they are neither headline-grabbing, like the

particle-collision research currently taking

place at CERN in Switzerland, nor, in

contrast with – for example – research into

the development of H1N1 vaccine and other

pharmaceuticals, are they seen to be of

immediate practical benefit to society. 

What effect will a lack of funding have

on research in your field?

The difficulties caused by a shortage of

funding could pose a serious threat to the

future development of research in important

areas. Even in straitened economic times, we

need to ensure a sustained investment in

knowledge since, when cuts are made,

expertise is quickly lost in affected areas and

projects can not then simply be ‘picked-up’

at a future date. Today, for example, even as

discussions take place over the possibility of

building a second generation of nuclear

power stations, there are very few British

people left in active research who actually

know how to build one. 

On a brighter note, applications to study

Chemistry at Oxford have risen

significantly in the past five years. What

is it about the subject that prospective

students are finding so appealing? 

Chemistry is the central science; it has

borders with physics, biology and materials

science, and a student with a first degree in

Chemistry can move into research in a wide

range of disciplines. Of course, not everybody

wants a career in research. Chemistry

graduates also go on to pursue careers in

professions that do not require them to use

their scientific knowledge on a daily basis,

but which make full use of the transferrable

skills that they have acquired while students;

in addition to an ability to think logically and

solve problems, they possess a high level of

both numeracy and literacy. 

Finally, what are we most likely to find

you doing away from the lab?

In addition to being a life-long Sheffield

Wednesday supporter, I also enjoy exploring

ruined castles and abbeys. I have always

enjoyed travelling and am fortunate that

attending conferences over the years has

given me a wonderful opportunity to explore

many different countries. �

So you have been here at Catz since 1980?

No, in 1984 I moved to the University of

Leeds to be a Lecturer in Inorganic and

Structural Chemistry. Five years later, when a

suitable opportunity arose, I was delighted to

be able to return to Oxford, and St Catherine’s,

as a Tutor in Inorganic Chemistry. 

What are the most rewarding aspects of

your job?

Problem-solving is something that has always

interested me, and one of the most rewarding

aspects of my job is when a research student

comes to me with data that they can’t

understand and I find the time to sit down

and work out what they mean. Since 2005, I

have been an editor of the American

Chemical Society’s journal, Chemistry of

Materials, and I enjoy the opportunities that

this role gives me to engage with a wide-

range of recent advances in my field.

By way of contrast, what areas do you

find most challenging?

I am actively involved in the ongoing quest to

secure research funding from grant-awarding

bodies such as the Engineering and Physical

Sciences Research Council. This is becoming

increasingly difficult, as the funding situation

at present is worse than it has been for a

long time. Our projects can find themselves at

a disadvantage when compared to those put

forward by other departments because,

5 2 / P E T E R  B A T T L E
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Crystal structure
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The UK renewable energy targets are

ambitious, and much work is to be done just

to approach the ‘10% of UK electricity by

2010’ target, let alone the later target of

15% of all UK energy by 2020. Offshore

renewable energy, and particularly offshore

wind power, is expected to be a major player

in the UK renewables drive. The Secretary of

State announced that by 2020 the

Government wants 33 gigawatts (GW) of

installed offshore wind capacity. This equates

to about 6600 five megawatt (MW) turbines,

which at present costs would require a total

investment of at least £66 billion and more

like £100 billion over ten years. 

The scale of the construction activity and

capital investment required should not be

underestimated, particularly given the current

economic climate worldwide. As of late 2009

the British Wind Energy Association report

only four GW of installed wind power in UK,

including about 230 (mostly smaller)

operational offshore turbines installed in the

past eight years. A more than ten-fold

increase in yearly activity is required if the

targets are to be even remotely approached.

The engineering is complex: offshore wind

turbines are extremely large structures, with

turbine towers being more than 120 metres

high (almost the height of London’s

‘Gherkin’) and blade lengths greater than 60

metres (nearly the wingspan of a jumbo jet).

The offshore environment is harsh, with many

large waves, sometimes as high as a five-

storey building (about 15 metres), pounding

against the structure. These extreme waves,

coupled with wind loading, lead to very high

loads, which the structure and foundation

must be designed to resist. In addition the

tower, structure and foundation can be quite

flexible, meaning that vibration under wind

and wave loading can be problematic. If they

are not properly designed, excessive

vibrations can lead to fatigue failure and

catastrophic structural collapse.  

One of the main barriers to more rapid

deployment is that current designs depend

Energy: Are the answers 
blowing in the wind …?
Byron Byrne 
Tutor in Engineering Science

Loading rig for testing model offshore foundations in the

laboratory.
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on bespoke construction vessels carrying out

piecemeal operations offshore. These can

take many months to complete and are

prohibitively expensive. A key area where

savings are possible is the construction and

installation of the foundation, as this is a

large part of the installed cost (up to 25%).

Innovations in this area could lead to billions

of pounds of savings over the next ten years

as the wind farms are developed. However,

the foundation is also the structural

component that determines the vibration,

fatigue and extreme loading response of the

turbine structure, so any change to current

technology must be reliable and based on

rigorous research.

The range of structural and foundation

solutions for offshore turbines are shown in

the diagram below. Gravity base foundations

(which rely on weight for stability) have been

used at Nysted wind farm and more recently

at Thornton Bank, though the current

solution around the UK coastline is the

monopile. This is a large-diameter (greater

than four metres) hollow steel tube that is

usually installed by driving it into the ground

upon which the turbine is sited. These piles

are larger in diameter than those used for oil

and gas structures, which typically use

multiple smaller-diameter piles located at

each corner of a steel lattice structure.

Therefore, whilst some technology transfer

5 4 / B Y R O N  B Y R N E

C A T Z  F E L L O W S

Structural and foundation designs for offshore
wind turbines (a) gravity base, (b) monopile,
(c) suction installed foundation, (d)(e) multi-
foundation structure, (f)(g) floating structures.

has been possible, new technology and

processes need to be developed. With

increasing water depths, or turbine size, a

continuation of the current approach will

require even larger piles that will be

infeasible to install (or be unrealistically

expensive). These are unlikely to be the long-

term solution for 6600 or more turbines.

A newer and more novel idea is to use

suction-installed skirted foundations in place
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of the piles. Essentially the foundations,

similar to upturned buckets, are “sucked”

into the ground using light pumping

equipment which means a reduced

requirement for expensive heavy-lift vessels.

This could lead to the development of self-

installing structures that would significantly

reduce costs and installation times. Research

on this type of foundation has formed a

large part of activity in Oxford over the past

ten years. This has included a wide range of

laboratory testing (for example using

bespoke equipment as shown in the photo),

theoretical development, mathematical model

building, numerical analysis and also small-

scale field trials. The results of the research

have led to many publications that outline

design and calculation approaches that can

be used by the industry to exploit this

foundation in their designs.

At the time of writing this type of foundation

has yet to be proven at full scale for an

offshore wind turbine, however earlier in the

year a smaller structure was installed for a

meteorological mast application off the coast

of Denmark. Success of this trial could lead

to many more applications of this technology

to offshore wind in the future. In contrast,

suction installed foundations have been used

in the past for oil and gas structures and are

now routinely used for anchoring of floating

offshore structures.

Looking further into the future, sees

development moving further offshore and into

deeper water. This will see multi-foundation

structures and even floating structures, both

of which could take advantage of suction-

installed foundations as well as the more

traditional foundation-types. Research at

Oxford is now exploring design options for

these new scenarios including pile

foundations, gravity bases, suction-installed

foundations as well as more innovative ideas

such as helical screw piles. Much of this

research also transfers across to the marine

renewable-energy sector which include tidal-

energy devices (many of which look like

underwater wind turbines) and wave-energy

devices. The research at Oxford is therefore

helping to underpin the use of new

technology in this rapidly expanding sector

and should be exploited in the coming years

as the UK strives to meet its very ambitious

renewable-energy targets. �

C A T Z  F E L L O W S

Wind turbines creating clean energy in West
Yorkshire
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Our ears detect sound as minute changes in air

pressure over time, yet we would not

subjectively describe our experience of hearing

as one of ‘perceiving pressure waves’. Rather,

we hear a familiar voice over the telephone, a

Bach Prelude, or rustling leaves. In 1990,

Bregman offered an analogy to help us

appreciate the process through which the brain

constructs such ‘auditory objects’ from sound

waves. Imagine you are standing on the shore

of a lake, and I challenge you to a game. I dig

two narrow, parallel channels, running

perpendicular to the shoreline. Waves reach the

shoreline and cause disturbances within the

water in each channel. The challenge is for you

to answer my questions by observing only the

waves within the two channels.

How many boats are in the lake? Which are

small fishing boats, and which are large ships?

In order to interpret a vocalization, listeners are

often required to make fine judgements in the

quality of a sound feature. For instance, a small

change in pitch could define the difference

between a mating call and a warning call. To

investigate the neural underpinnings of such

distinctions, I train ferrets in a variety of

listening tasks requiring them to distinguish

communication sounds that vary in their pitch,

or in their identity. I also measure the spikes

produced by auditory cortical cells while ferrets

are listening to these sounds. I determine how

the cells encode sound features by designing

computational algorithms that ‘guess’ which

sound the animal is listening to based on the

cell’s spike output. My research has shown that

we can account for ferrets’ decisions on a pitch

task using the spike rates of a small subset of

cells in auditory cortex.

There are also times when it is important for a

listener to generalize sounds. For example, we

must recognize the word ‘fire’ when it is

spoken by different speakers. I have found

that while the number of spikes that some

auditory cortical cells produce in response to a

vowel sound depends on both the pitch and

location of the speaker, the spiking activity of

other cells provides a more reliable code for

How fast is the swimmer on your right moving?

This may seem an impossibly difficult task, but it

is essentially the same one that your auditory

system solves effortlessly. 

In my research as a Junior Research Fellow at 

St Catherine’s College, I aim to discover how the

brain accomplishes this feat.

One of the most important tasks of the

auditory nervous system is to allow animals to

communicate with each other using vocal calls.

The brain forms a number of subjective features

of a vocal call, such as pitch (i.e. is it a high or

low note?), timbre (is it more ‘aah’-like or

‘ooo’-like?), and location (where is the

speaker?). It is still largely unclear how our

brain creates these perceptual features from

acoustic properties, but a structure known as

auditory cortex seems to have an essential part

to play. Nerve cells in this area of the brain

produce spikes of electrical potentials when we

listen to sounds. These cells produce different

patterns of spikes for different sounds.

Therefore, in much the same way as we can

decipher a message from a sequence of Morse

code, we can similarly understand how the

brain represents sound by decrypting the ‘spike

code’ of auditory cortical cells.

5 6 / K E R R Y  W A L K E R

C A T Z  F E L L O W S

Dr Kerry Walker 
recently joined St Catz as a Junior Research Fellow in Medical Sciences  
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vowel identity across these variations.

Therefore, there are physiological explanations

of our ability to both distinguish and

generalize sounds, and the cells that give rise

to these functions are distributed somewhat

distinctively across regions of auditory cortex.

Speech sounds are characterized by incredibly

rapid events (in the order of milliseconds), so

the brain must provide a temporally precise

representation of the sequence of sounds in

order for us to recognize spoken words. As an

MSc student at Dalhousie University in Canada,

I studied how impairments in this type of

‘temporal processing’ in young children can

lead to developmental language and reading

disorders. My doctoral work at Brasenose

College expanded on this line of research by

examining how patterns of spikes, rather than

simple spike rates, in auditory cortical cells

represent the dynamics of vocal calls. 

My studies into how we ‘hear with our brain’

continue. Next, I plan to investigate how

responses of auditory cortical cells change

when ferrets switch between different

listening tasks. My work will ultimately guide

the design of behavioural therapies and man-

machine interfaces that remediate hearing

disorders. But for now, it helps us appreciate

how the mental world that defines us arises

from common, albeit astonishingly complex,

physiological processes. �

...there are

physiological

explanations

of our ability

to both

distinguish

and generalize

sounds...

C A T Z  F E L L O W S
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Professor Dickson presented
with his Festschrift

Habsburgs of the later eighteenth century.

Professor Dickson’s engagement with financial

history began with the Sun Fire Insurance Office

and its place in the formative period of British

insurance, commencing in 1680. But Dickson’s

first really groundbreaking work was his The

Financial Revolution in England: A Study of the

Development of Public Credit 1688-1756

(1967), which transformed our understanding

of public finance in the eighteenth century. This

work was founded on rigorous and detailed

study of British financial records, including those

of the Bank of England, and demonstrated his

meticulous research. Like George Holmes, Peter

Dickson then shifted his attention from Britain to

Europe – in Peter’s case to the Austrian

Habsburg Monarchy in the eighteenth century,

astonishing fellow-historians with his two-

volume Finance and Government under Maria

Theresia, 1740-1780 (1987). This, founded in

part upon mastering sources in a bewildering

variety of languages, was equally painstakingly

scholarly and also widely hailed as definitive. In

retirement, Peter Dickson continues to explore

and publish on this subject, casting new light on

the eighteenth century Austrian Habsburg

Monarchy. Dickson is typically modest about his

work but his fellow historians recognize its

enormous importance. This has been a brilliant

performance on the part of somebody who for

most of his professional life was a Fellow of St

Catherine’s, where he bore the usual heavy

teaching load, tutoring and inspiring

generations of Modern History students. Far

more of Peter Dickson’s former colleagues and

pupils, undergraduate and postgraduate, in

Britain and abroad, wished to contribute to the

Festschrift than could be accommodated; that

so many wanted to salute his achievement is

testimony to the high regard in which he is held

as a scholar and teacher of British and

European history. – Chris Storrs

On the presentation of the book, Professor

Dickson thanked Dr Storrs warmly for his

creation of the Festschrift and continued as

follows.

‘I am fully aware of the constraints which

hamper university historians today. I have no

doubt that its author encountered them again

when preparing the present volume. If you

apply for a grant (or for research leave) you are

asked ‘is it relevant?’ When you try to find a

publisher, you are asked ‘is it marketable?’

Chaucer’s Clerk of Oxenford declared that

Left (l to r): Peter Dickson and Christopher Storrs.

In June 2009, Professor Peter Dickson, Emeritus

Fellow of St Catherine’s, returned to the College

to be presented with his Festschrift, a book of

essays on the fiscal-military state of Eighteenth

Century Europe, written and collated in his

honour. Several of Peter’s pupils from across

the years attended the event, which was held in

the Senior Common Room. The book’s editor, Dr

Christopher Storrs, a past student of Peter

Dickson, presented the Festschrift on the day.

Here Dr Storrs writes on the tutor who provided

him with so much inspiration.

While we Catzmen knew we were being taught

by some of the best scholars in our field,

sometimes the full realization of what that

meant only occurred later. That is certainly how

I have come to appreciate the enormous

achievement of my former tutor, Professor Peter

(‘P.G.M’). Dickson. His pioneering work

transformed our understanding of one subject,

British public credit in the early eighteenth

century, and then revolutionized our grasp of a

very different one, the finances of the Austrian
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‘gladly would he learn and gladly teach.’ Today

he would be asked ‘is it relevant?’ and ‘is it

marketable?’ Yet a strong historiographical

profession, studying both national history and

the history of other countries, is, in my view, an

important condition of national identity, and

national self-confidence. The existence of such a

profession perhaps only really dates, in America,

England and Germany, as examples, from the

second half of the nineteenth century. It is to

the great credit of Germany that, after a terrible

period in its history, it re-established its

powerful tradition of historiography after 1945.

A weak historical profession, in contrast, can

soften standards and tolerate inaccuracy, and it

is extremely difficult to raise it to a higher level.

This is not the place for a disquisition on the

importance of historical studies. But perhaps I

might just mention two things I have recently

reflected on. The first is the relevance of much

of our present-day experiences to our

understanding of past times: the present

throwing light on the past. It seems to me that

over my lifetime I have received a crash-course

on the influence of ideology on political action;

the psychology of crowds; the old distinction

between public opinion and popular opinion;

the role of the individual in politics; and much

more. Sometimes the parallels leap out in one

episode. The recent obituary in The Times of

the Captain of Red Guards who led the quest of

C A T Z  F E L L O W S

Right: Former students and colleagues celebrate with Peter

Dixon in the Fellows’ Garden at St Catz.

China’s Gang of Four in 1974 set out the

political and psychological uncertainties

involved, and in doing so inevitably called to

mind the arrest of Maximilien and Augustin

Robespierre on 27 July 1794, ‘Thermidor’, the

end of one revolutionary phase and the start of

another. My second reflection is that many

settled views of the past are just wrong. Karl

Marx insists that the past weighs like an Alp on

the mind of the living. But it is often the wrong

Alp. We know that autocratic regimes have

always imposed on their subjects an official view

of the past, which it is unwise to contradict.

What is often overlooked is that even in free

societies a distorted and inaccurate view of past

events, informed by modern prejudices, tends to

settle on them like a shroud soon after they are

over. That view becomes fixed in the public

mind, and influences present perceptions and

actions. I offer the Italian Risorgimento, or

British rule in India, as examples. Professional

historiography, re-examining and re-assessing

the past, is an indispensable corrective to this

phenomenon.

Utility, practicality and relevance apart however,

historical studies conform to Aristotle’s category

of activities worthwhile in themselves, whose

continuance is to be encouraged, and whose

productions should be honoured. It is this

philosophy which you have applied to me

today.’ �
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Professor George Holmes, who died in

January 2009, was a history tutor for the

former St Catherine’s Society from 1954, and

a tutorial fellow of St Catherine’s College

from its foundation in 1962 until his election

to Oxford’s Chichele Chair of Medieval

History, together with a fellowship at All

Souls, in 1989.  He had been educated at

Ardwyn County School, one of those small,

rigorous, Welsh grammar schools that

produced so many outstanding historical and

classical scholars during the post-war

decades. At sixteen he went for two years to

University College, Aberystwyth, and thence

to Cambridge University, where he gained a

double first in the History Tripos and then

worked for his doctorate on fourteenth-

century economic and legal history. He held a

research fellowship at St John’s College,

Cambridge, 1951-4. Over the course of a

long career he held visiting research posts in

Prague, Göttingen, Princeton, Florence, Paris

and Rome, and became a Fellow of the

British Academy in 1985.  

George Holmes was a man who was liked and

admired by colleagues in many disciplines for

his geniality, generosity, and passionate

commitment to the world of ideas. He had a

very patient, attentive and gentle manner,

even towards people with whom he strongly

disagreed (only by a slight hooding of his

eyelids was it possible to detect when

George thought that someone was talking

nonsense). Quite apart from his professional

interest in history he was formidably well-

read in the poetry and literature of many

languages. In addition to Latin, French,

German and Italian, which he read fluently,

he taught himself to read Greek, and learnt

Czech under a tutor for his study of Cardinal

Beaufort and the Hussite wars. There

appeared to be no major novel that he

hadn’t read, no philosopher, painter or

sculptor on whom he did not have an

informed and often original opinion. Indeed,

in the humane disciplines he often appeared

to know more about other people’s

intellectual interests than they knew

themselves, though this fact was never

obtrusive.

For more than thirty years (in partnership

from 1956 with Peter Dickson) much of

George’s professional life was devoted to

building up the standards of undergraduate

history teaching at St Catherine’s college.

This was in its early days a herculean task,

George Holmes
1926–2009
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not simply because Modern History (as it was

then called) was such a powerful and long-

established discipline in the more ancient

Oxford colleges, but because St Catherine’s

had only two tutors to cover the whole

syllabus from the Roman withdrawal from

Britain through to 1914, whereas many older

colleges had four or more history fellows.

Nevertheless his relationship with

undergraduates, both clever and weaker

ones, was warm and mutually rewarding,

though he could be quite stern with

occasional miscreants who appeared to have

no interest in their subject: the whole point

of studying history, in George’s view, was

that it was so endlessly fascinating and

exciting, and ‘if you don’t feel that, you

should be doing something else’. Many

former students recall him with some degree

of intellectual awe, but also great respect

and affection. He was ‘an immensely

courteous man’, wrote one, ‘always

welcoming and respectful of my

undergraduate opinions’, whilst another

commented on ‘his great warmth and

kindness...which bolstered my confidence

immeasurably’. ‘His tutorials masqueraded as

fireside chats’, remarked another, ‘but at the

end of the hour you knew you had been

through a real intellectual experience’.

Another remembers George as becoming on

occasion so wrapped up in intellectual

questions that he would lose all sense of

time and place; while others recall the

emphasis that he continued to lay on the

technical sub-structures of economic, legal,

and demographic history, even when his

primary interests had shifted towards more

cultural and intellectual themes.

Perhaps surprisingly for someone who was so

intellectually absorbed in his subject, George

was also a very speedy and efficient

administrator. In this he was helped by a

maxim which he claimed to have borrowed

from the church historian Brian Heeney; that

‘no piece of paper should ever be allowed to

cross one’s desk twice’. He was Acting

Master of St Catherine’s for two years during

Alan Bullock’s Vice-Chancellorship — a period

not just of routine administration, but of

major changes in national higher education

policies and of the notorious ‘student

unrest’, the latter not least in St Catherine’s

itself. One of his major achievements was

virtually to create the college library, not

merely by ordering new books, but by

building up an indispensable core of classic

scholarly works acquired from second-hand

and antiquarian sources. He served

successively as an assistant editor of the

Economic History Review (1960 to 1966),

editor of the English Historical Review (1974

to 1980), as a delegate of Oxford University

Press, and as chairman of the Victoria County

History series. In the early 1990s he became

chairman of the Oxford Modern History

Faculty; a role in which he unexpectedly

generated much controversy by an article in

the Oxford Magazine in 1991.In this he

criticised Oxford arts faculties in general and

the History Faculty in particular, for being

enslaved to the essay-based college tutorial

system and far too little concerned at all

levels with ‘new ideas’, ‘novel speculation’,

‘imagination and experiment’, and original

historical research. This article almost

certainly reflected George’s feelings about his

own prolonged experience as a college

tutorial fellow of thirty-one years’ standing;

and it may also have reflected some degree

of disappointment with his role as Chichele

professor, at a time when both university and

government funding for the support of

research students and for research leave for

...the whole point of

studying history, in

George’s view, was that 

it was so endlessly

fascinating and exciting,

and ‘if you don’t feel that,

you should be doing

something else’.
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Nor could it have been inferred that the

period of English history with which it dealt

was also the age of William of Ockham,

Geoffrey Chaucer, and the anonymous author

of The Cloud of Unknowing (all of them

much more closely akin in their thought and

writings to the interests of George’s later

career).

Nevertheless, George’s subsequent

emergence as an intellectual and cultural

historian did not involve a total repudiation of

his earlier interest in more concrete and

institutional themes. Indeed, his growing

interest in late-medieval Florence centred

upon the material culture of cities, and in

particular upon the key role of merchants and

entrepreneurs, as transmitters not just of

goods and services but of religious,

philosophical, artistic, and political ideas — in

stark contrast perhaps to the stolid

philistinism of the Anglo-Norman higher

nobility? This emphasis upon the close

interaction between intellectual and material

forces – not as a species of crude

‘reductionism’ but as different sides of the

same coin — was to characterise much of his

later writing on the Florentine

‘enlightenment’, on the political and religious

thought of Dante Aligheri, on the Greek as

well as Roman roots of late-medieval Italian

thought, and on the wider history of the art

and culture of the Italian renaissance in

6 2 / G E O R G E  H O L M E S

established scholars was extremely scarce.

This critique provoked some degree of

indignation among colleagues at the time,

but was seen by others as a welcome breath

of sanity. It remains unclear just how far this

controversy exerted a direct influence on the

major changes in the teaching and practice

of history in Oxford — at undergraduate,

post-graduate, and doctoral levels — that

were to occur over the next decade and a

half. Certainly many of those changes (which

included the introduction of undergraduate

dissertations, more formal research training

for graduates, and more extensive

opportunities for research leave for

postholders and tutorial fellows) appeared to

reflect the tenor of George’s Oxford

Magazine article (though how far they

resolved the tension between teaching and

research in arts subjects remains a matter of

continuing debate). 

Nevertheless, George Holmes‘s ultimate

academic reputation will rest not on his

encouragement of the work of others,

important as that was, but on his own output

of scholarly writing and research. In this

sphere, George very aptly illustrated a

famous dictum of the great R.H.Tawney. This

was that, whereas natural scientists usually

did their best and most original work in their

youth, historians (if they stuck to it) often

became better and more interesting as they 

G A Z E T T E

...natural scientists usually

did their best and most

original work in their

youth, historians (if they

stuck to it) often became

better and more interesting

as they grew older and

older.

grew older and older. George’s first work, The

Estates of the Higher Nobility in Fourteenth-

Century England, based on his Cambridge

doctoral thesis, was an exercise in what was

sometimes known at the time as ‘Tory-

Marxism’ (meaning not ‘Tory’ or ‘Marxist’ in

any specifically ideological sense, but based

on meticulous empirical analysis of how legal

institutions and material forces actually

worked, as opposed to intangible movements

of ‘ideas’). Influenced by the great doyen of

this school, Professor Michael Postan, George

Holmes’s monograph was written with great

lucidity and analytical power, particularly in its

dissection of property law, economic relations,

and legal theory; but no reader of this volume

could have predicted that its author would

eventually blossom as a major historian of

European philosophy, culture, art and religion.
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different cities and periods. And similarly his

later, copiously illustrated works on the art

history of the period strongly emphasised the

links between spirituality and its tangible

embodiment in different styles of material

culture. One of his most influential books was

his collected edition of eleven British Academy

lectures, delivered by a variety of

distinguished scholars between 1942 and

1989, on the theme of Art and Politics in

Renaissance Italy. Several contributions to this

volume (including George’s own) emphasised

an ongoing clash in fifteenth-century Italy

between the Roman republican ideal of a

collective  and objective ‘civic culture’ and the

sordid contemporary reality of private factions

and families all feathering their own nests.

Another theme, emphasised in George’s

editorial introduction, was the immense

contribution made to Renaissance studies in

mid-twentieth century Britain by recent

refugees and emigrés from fascist-occupied

Europe. This impact, George hinted, might well

prove comparable to that of Orthodox scholars

escaping to Italy from Byzantium in 1453

(though with characteristic modesty he

glossed over the fact that his own study of

Florence had uncovered an Italian revival of

interest in Greek thought at least half a

century earlier).  

George was married to Anne Klein, a specialist

on the literature of nineteenth-century France

and fellow of Hertford College, with whom he

shared many intellectual, artistic and religious

interests. They had four children, one of whom

tragically died as a schoolboy. St Catherine’s

students over several generations recall the

liveliness, warmth and intellectual vitality of

the Holmes’s hospitable household. After his

retirement from the Chichele professorship,

George frequently lunched in St Catherine’s,

and appeared to be as active as ever (if not

more so) in new fields of speculation and

research. However, in his late-60s and early

70s he suffered a prolonged period of ill

health, which involved several heart and

intestinal operations and many months in

hospital. After what appeared to be an almost

miraculous recovery, he developed active plans

for carrying forward his research interests in

cities, political ideas, and civic culture into a

much more modern era. Always a man of deep

religious identity, though of varying and

evolving religious beliefs, George was received

into the Roman Catholic Church in 2002, and

became a regular worshipper at the Catholic

church in Burford, Oxfordshire. He died

unexpectedly on 29 January 2009. He is

remembered by many colleagues, friends, and

former students as a quiet, generous and

unassuming man, who was nevertheless full of

robust, provocative — at times even subversive

— intellectual vitality. � Jose Harris

St Catherine’s students

over several generations

recall the liveliness,

warmth and intellectual

vitality of the Holmes’s

hospitable household.

G A Z E T T E

Drawing of George Holmes by Trevor Stubley. Drawn in 1982,

this portrait hangs in the College library today.
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Little did Nibby realise that when her sister

fell in love with the organist of Chapel Lane

Chapel in Bradford, it would change the

course of her own life. When, as a schoolgirl,

she accompanied her sister to the chapel, not

only was she to hear some of the great

sermons of the day preached by Frank

Bullock, for whom she retained a life-long

admiration, but she sat behind the minister’s

son, and quickly fell in love with the broad-

shouldered schoolboy, Alan. Her life was

about to set out in a new direction.

Nibby, whose mother was a seamstress, was

born in Bradford in August 1915. In 1933,

encouraged by his father (who had never had

a college education), Alan came up to

Wadham. He told me that he rushed home in

the vacation, and suggested to Nibby that

she should come too, with the result that the

following year she was admitted, as a home

student, to read English at St Anne’s College.

On graduating, she took a post teaching

English in Crewe, while Alan was awarded a

Junior Research Fellowship at Merton.

In the dark early days of the Second World

War, Alan, who had been turned down for

military service because of his asthma, was

drafted into the BBC to help the war effort. It

looked as if he was to be posted to Canada,

so on 1 June 1940, in the middle of the

Dunkirk evacuation, Alan and Nibby were

married. Life was not easy in London, so Nibby

returned to Bradford, where Adrian was born.

With the end of the War, Alan was appointed

Dean of New College, and the young family

was reunited. These were happy years.

Nibby was a wonderful wife, who provided a

happy and stable home for Alan, and

encouraged him in his writing. She was

heavily involved with Alan’s work at St

Catherine’s, supporting him through all the

vicissitudes of fundraising for the new

college, and taking a keen and genuine

interest in the life of the College, its staff,

students and guests. In later years, when

Alan became ill, she showed equal devotion,

doing all that she could to look after him.

Nibby was also a wonderful mother, always

making life fun for her children and

organizing games, bike-rides and outings.

Agatha Christie once said, ‘One of the best

things anyone can have is a happy childhood

– it can carry you through the ups and

downs of later life.’ Nibby did her best to

provide that for her children, as Adrian, Nick

and Matt would testify.

Nibby was hugely public-spirited and, in

1964, she was appointed a magistrate in

Oxford. Her wisdom, sense of justice,

compassion, common sense, and fairness

were widely recognised, and it was not long

before she became Chairman of the Oxford

bench. However, her civic duty was not

confined to just an establishment role; she

could also be a rebel, and campaigned

wholeheartedly against a dual carriageway

being driven thought the lovely valley of

Forest Hill, Stanton St John, Noke and Islip.

The scheme was dropped largely as a result

of her energetic efforts.

G A Z E T T E

...there on the steps

appeared Lady Bullock and

Lady Wear sitting in deck-

chairs, reading to the

students from Kenneth

Clark’s Civilisation.

Hilda ‘Nibby’ Bullock
1915-2009
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She was a woman of great courage. In the

late 1960s, when students were rioting

across the world, and protests against the

war in Vietnam were at their height, there

were sit-ins at the Sorbonne, Berkeley and

Oxford. On one of these occasions, a huge

angry demonstration had formed on the

steps of the Clarendon Building. While

University Officers were barricaded inside,

and the police were advising that no one

should venture out into this hostile crowd,

there on the steps appeared Lady Bullock and

Lady Wear sitting in deck-chairs, reading to

the students from Kenneth Clark’s Civilisation.

The same unflinching courage was shown

when she and Alan were walking along

Cowley Road, and saw two men engaged in a

ferocious fight on the opposite pavement.

Alan’s instinct was not to get involved, but

Nibby marched across the road, seized the

two men, pulled them apart and gave them a

good telling-off.

Nibby could be courageous, but she was also

a very kind and loveable person. Even when

she was quite ill, she would always ask you

how you were before you could ask her,

enquiring about your family before you could

ask about hers. She showed a great

generosity of spirit, combining to a rare

degree genuine goodness, real ability, and a

loveable personality. We shall miss her

greatly. We cannot help but be sad in our

farewell to her, and yet, if we are to be true

to what she was and what she believed, we

might also be able to glimpse in her faith that

death is not the end, but a new adventure, as

captured in one of her many lovely poems,

printed and broadcast on Radio 3.

G A Z E T T E

We are waiting in the wings

You and I, companion of my life,

For a call to some other stage.

We do not know our lines

Or even the language we shall speak

But stand, unrehearsed, as we were

When we came here

A life ago.

What a wonderful long life. It was not always

easy. Nibby had more than her share of grief and

heartbreak, including the death of her daughter

Clare, yet through her life shone goodness and

kindness, and generosity and love.

If something of Nibby’s spirit could be

inherited by us, if something of her goodness,

and kindness, and laughter and love could be

seen in our lives, it would be the greatest

tribute we could pay her. Those of us who

have been enriched by her friendship salute a

rare and splendid spirit, whose endearing

goodness has quickened our lives and made

the world a better and happier place. �

Ralph Waller

Alan and Nibby Bullock
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Contending courageously with ill health in

recent years, Malcolm nevertheless revelled in

the reunions and Gaudies involving his fellow-

students of those exciting last years in the old

Society. In 1960 he supported his friend the

late Bob Gibbons in the latter’s tireless work

as chairman of the Valedictory Ball committee

and helped to make the event the memorable

success it was. Now they are reunited.

David Stooke (1958)

MALCOLM DALZIEL (1960, History)

Malcolm Dalziel was born in Great Longstone,

Derbyshire on 18 September 1936.  He

attended Banbury Grammar School and in

1955 won a place at St Catherine’s to read

History; but first he undertook two years

National Service, during which he was

commissioned into the Northamptonshire

Regiment. 

In 1957, he arrived in Oxford to begin his

long association with the city, and while at St

Catherine’s became President of the Junior

Common Room and captain of the College

rugby team.

In 1960, he joined the British Council and,

after studying Urdu at the School for Oriental

and African Studies, he set sail for Pakistan,

followed by a stint in Malaysia, and a return

to Lahore as the regional representative. 

Malcolm was promoted to head the Council

offices for his final two postings in Sudan and

Egypt, where he was also appointed as

Counsellor for Cultural Affairs at the British

Embassy.  In 1983, Malcolm returned to England

where he was awarded a CBE and appointed

Controller of the Higher Education Division. 

Malcolm regarded his greatest achievement

as establishing the Education Counselling

Department, where he succeeded in

persuading higher education institutions to

begin recruiting overseas students. He

worked hard to secure the backing of the

British Council, as well as to win over the

initially reticent universities.  The allure of

the present-day British education system for

overseas students is in part credit to

Malcolm’s efforts and vision.

In 1987 he left the Council and established

his own international funding consultancy,

seeking monies from the European Union and

various international development banks on

behalf of British companies and institutions.

Malcolm retired in 2001 and remained a

prominent figure in Oxford, most importantly

becoming Chairman of the St Mary Magdalen

Restoration and Development Trust and

helping to raise over £600,000 to fund the

magnificent organ the church now enjoys.

6 6 / O B I T U A R I E S

Obituaries 2009

G A Z E T T E

PETER ALFRED SOMERS (1969, Chemistry)

Peter Alfred Somers was born in Leeds on 5

October 1950. He attended Roundhay Grammar

School, Leeds before gaining a place at 

St Catherine’s, where he read Chemistry. 

On leaving Oxford in 1973, he started work

with British Telecom (then known as the Post

Office) and was relocated to Cardiff, Wales in

1978. He was promoted frequently and soon

became a senior delivery manager in the IT

department. 

In 1989 he married Naomi (née Gaffney), a

professional musician, with whom he had two

children, Siobhan and Andrew. He treasured his

family and they all miss him enormously. Peter

died suddenly at home, from a pulmonary

thrombosis, on 26

October 2007.

MALCOLM SALT (1959,

English)

With the death of

Malcolm Salt the

College has lost one of

its most enthusiastic

and committed alumni.
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Malcolm died on 26 June 2009. His

inimitable, enthusiastic and joyous approach

to life is greatly missed by all who knew him,

especially his wife Anne, (who he met when

she was secretary to Alan Bullock), and his

children, Caroline, Annabel and Rory.

JOHN MOULLIN DAVIES (1942, Medicine)

John Moullin Davies was born in London in

1925 but brought up mainly on the Sussex

coast. A bequest from his grandmother made

it possible for him to apply to university and

he obtained a place at St Catherine’s Society

to study medicine, going up in 1942. 

At Oxford, he became part of a circle of

friends including Elizabeth Ross, whom he

later married in 1950. For the clinical stage of

his training he spent two years at St George’s

Hospital Medical School, before returning to

Oxford and the Radcliffe Infirmary.

Following his love of the sea, John joined the

Royal Navy Medical Service in 1952. His first

posting was a two-and-a-half-year tour

aboard HMS Newfoundland, based in

Trincomalee, Sri Lanka. Elizabeth followed

the fleet to Colombo while John saw service

in the Korean War and Malayan Emergency.

Newfoundland also escorted the Royal Yacht

carrying Queen Elizabeth on her

Commonwealth tour in 1954, during which

John and Elizabeth’s first son, Nicholas

(Sandford) was born. 

The couple had two more children before the

family set sail for John’s posting to Hong

Kong in 1960, where he was active in dealing

with the 1961 cholera outbreak and

published a report in the 1962 Journal of the

Royal Navy Medical Service. 

The family was then based in Scotland

(where their fourth child was born) and

Malta before John took up what was to be his

final Royal Navy post, as the Senior Medical

Officer to HM Dockyard Chatham.

At 46 John still had a yearning for the sea

and so took up a succession of posts with

the Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA), serving in the

Persian Gulf and the Atlantic, Pacific and

Indian Oceans. 

John finally retired to Elizabeth’s family home

in Combe, Oxfordshire, but continued working

as a doctor doing GP locums in the Oxford

area. He was also an active researcher and

writer on the subject of his mother’s

Guernsey families and Channel Islands

history, and regularly contributed to the

Journal of the Guernsey Society.

He died suddenly of a heart attack on 20

December 2008 aged 83. The funeral was

held on Saturday 10 January 2009 at St

Lawrence Church, Combe, Oxfordshire. 

TERRY SHAW (1966, Physics)

Terry Shaw was born on 16 December 1947

at Halifax. In 1966 Terry studied Physics at St

Catherine’s College completing his degree in

1969.  He was first employed by International

Research and Development and then CA

Parson in Newcastle. In 1972 Terry started

teaching at Dame Allan’s School, becoming

Head of Physics and Second Master.

Among his many interests, Terry enjoyed his

membership of the Institute of Physics and

he was deeply involved with Blyth Valley

Heritage. Terry was an active member of St

Nicholas Church in Cramlington, serving two

terms as Church Warden and participating in

the Building and Finance Committees to name

but two.

Terry and Elizabeth’s marriage of forty years

was blessed with two children and two

grandchildren.

DAPHNE ISABEL ROBINSON

Daphne Robinson (née Coulthard), the wife

of Catz Founding Fellow and physics tutor

Neville Robinson, was closely involved with St
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Catherine’s for more than three

decades. In 1962, along with

Neville, she attended the

conference in Italy to plan the

new college. Much later, she

was briefly the Acting Master’s

wife when Neville stepped in

during an interregnum. Sir

Patrick Nairne recalls that, on

his arrival as Master in 1981

with his wife Penny, Neville

and Daphne ‘went out of

their way to be welcoming,

which we greatly

appreciated’. As a lifelong gardener, she was

particularly interested in the evolution of the

College’s gardens, to the extent of asking the

gardener, Tony Young, to help out at home. 

Daphne’s long connection with Oxford began

in 1944, when she became a student at

Somerville reading PPE, following her sister to

Oxford and her beloved brother, who died as

a prisoner-of-war in 1945. Despite wartime

austerity, she led a busy social life, and was

an Isis ‘Idol’. She and Neville married in

1952, and lived in Jericho, Iffley and Cowley,

while bringing up a family, before finally

settling in Linton Road, North Oxford.

She was deeply attached to the university

and had many friends there, and abroad —

not only through

Neville’s work at the

Clarendon

Laboratory, St

Catherine’s and

Nuffield College, but

also through her own

professional

involvement as a

researcher in Alice

Stewart’s Department

of Social Medicine and

later as the much-

valued administrator of

Iain Chalmers’s new

National Perinatal Epidemiology Unit, as well

as with the British Society for Immunology

and the Department of Medical Engineering.

She was also active in the Newcomers’ Club,

as a guide to the Bodleian Library, and as a

Friend of the Oxford Botanic Garden. Some of

her happiest hours were spent gardening,

even as dusk fell, both at home and in the

garden of the Bishop’s House in Linton Road,

where she and Neville grew many flowers,

fruits and especially vegetables — sometimes

in overwhelming quantities.

Daphne died, after a long illness, in

Northampton, on 4 September 2009. She is

survived by her three children and four

grandchildren.

NOTIFICATIONS

Mike Ainsworth (1969, Modern

Languages)

Charles Armstrong (1984, Philosophy &

Modern Languages)

George E Benfield (1939, Theology)

Michael Carroll (Assistant SCR Butler)

Charles Cook (1958, Law)

Hewan Craig (1947, Colonial

Administration)

Peter Croft-White (1939, Chemistry)

Victor Dudman (1959, Philosophy)

John Duffield (1927, Zoology) 

Alan Head (Visiting Fellow)

Keith Jennings (1953, Organic Chemistry)

Richard McEwan (1939, Modern History)

Alex Ormerod (1959, Physiologcial

Sciences)

Christopher Phillips (1967, Mathematics) 

Kenneth Reeve (1946, Modern History) 

Peter Robinson (1971, PPP)

Gordon Rose (1946, Modern History)

Rodney Scholes QC (1963, Law) 

Terence Shaw (1966, Physics)

Roger Stubbs (1955, Geography)

Victor Thomas (1948, PPE) 

Frederic Thompson (1950, Modern History) 

James Usherwood (1992, Biological

Sciences)

Idris Williams (1936, PPE) 

Daphne Robinson (left).
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G A Z E T T E

UNDERGRADUATES

Biological Sciences
Joshua Alvey – King’s School, Peterborough

Jonathan Angwin – St Angela’s & St Bonaventure’s Sixth Form

College, London

Christopher Evans – Queen Elizabeth Cambria School,

Carmarthen

Arthur Khindria – Lycée Français Charles de Gaulle, London

Fergus McCorkell – Fettes College, Edinburgh

Katrina Spensley – North London Collegiate School, Middlesex

Eleri Tudor – Ysgol Gyfun Llanhari, Glamorgan

Luke Williams – Harrow School, Middlesex

Chemistry
David Ashmore – Royal Latin School, Buckingham

Emma Bennett – Queen Mary’s College, Basingstoke

James Boxall – The Gryphon School, Dorset

Gregory Craven – Abingdon School, Oxfordshire

Adam Creamer – Runshaw College, Lancashire

Alice French – St John’s School, Marlborough

Adam Kendrick – Henry Box School, Witney

Rosemary Lang – Parkstone Grammar School, Poole

Jordan Millar – International School of Port of Spain, Trinidad &

Tobago

Jack Wardle – Farmor’s School, Gloucestershire

Computer Science
Benjamin Gazzard – John of Gaunt School, Trowbridge

Jonathan Hoyland – Immanuel College, Hertfordshire

Laurens Lemaire – Regina Caeli Lyceum, Belgium

Economics & Management
Shivam Bajaj – King Edward’s School, Birmingham

Michael Hill – Meridian School, Hertfordshire

Engineering Science
David Alliu – D’Overbroeck’s College, Oxford

Gregg Gaffney – Blue Coat School, Liverpool

James Gibson – Bournemouth School, Dorset

David Griffin – Loughborough Grammar School, Leicestershire

Pamela Mezue – St Michael’s Catholic School, London

Christopher Rees – Olchfa School, Swansea

Alexander Sanders – Adams’ Grammar School, Shropshire

Jennifer Wood – Forest School, London

English Language & Literature
Gabriella Aberbach – North London Collegiate School,

Middlesex

Katya Balen – City of London School for Girls

Verity Glass – Bromsgrove School, Worcestershire

Harriet Green – South Wiltshire Grammar School

Thomas Mallon – Lick-Wilmerding High School, USA

Martha McPherson – Richard Huish College, Taunton

Joe Murphy – St Mary’s Roman Catholic School, Ilkley

Victoria Noble – Perse School, Cambridge

Octavia Seymour – Wycombe Abbey School, High Wycombe

Alexandra Turney – Surbiton High School, Surrey

European & Middle Eastern Languages
Alexander Kohen – Eton College, Windsor

Gabrielle Odah – St Dominic’s Sixth Form College, Harrow

Isobel Platts-Dunn – St Aidan’s & St John Fisher Sixth Form,

Harrogate

Experimental Psychology
Kirsty Hannah – Fettes College, Edinburgh

Thomas Hocking – Queen Elizabeth’s School, Wimborne Minster

Fine Art
Adriana Blidaru – Oxford Brookes University

Jennifer Mustapha – Oxford Brookes University

Geography
Charlotte Abrahams – Haberdashers’ Aske’s Girls’ School,

Elstree

May Chick – King Edward VI Camp Hill School for Girls,

Birmingham

Christianna Coltart – Westminster School, London

Ceri Davies – St Mary’s School, Calne

Edward de Quay – St Wilfrid’s Catholic School, Crawley

Victoria Elbourne – Lady Eleanor Holles School, Middlesex

Gabrielle Hoctor – Henrietta Barnett School, London

Kumayl Karimjee – Merchant Taylors’ School, Middlesex

Charles Sussman – Perse School, Cambridge

Holly Tabor – The Gryphon School, Dorset

History
Ella Batchelor – Bullers Wood School,Chislehurst

Samuel Bevan – Westcliff High School for Boys, Essex

Otis Clarke – Dame Alice Owen’s School, Hertfordshire

Aidan Clifford – St Bartholomew’s School,Newbury

Kate Gibson – Central Newcastle High School

Charlotte Goff – Portsmouth Grammar School, Hampshire

Toby Knott – Norwich School

Daniel Mulligan – Fullbrook School, Surrey

Natalie Pandya – Charters School, Berkshire

Camilla Turner – North London Collegiate School, Middlesex

History & Politics
Joshua Chapkin – Camden School for Girls, London

Lincoln Hill – Belmont High School, USA

History of Art
Alice Godwin – Westminster School, London

Emma Phillpot – Downe House School, Berkshire

Laetitia Weinstock – Westminster School, London

Human Sciences
Jennifer Allen – Haberdashers’ Monmouth Girls’ School

Vishnupriya Das – Calcutta International School, India

John Langton – Westminster School, London

Anja Mizdrak – King Edward VI Grammar School, Chelmsford

Declan O’Flaherty – Franconian International School, Germany

Benjamin Rinck – Charterhouse, Godalming

Law
James Dabell – Kingswood School, Bath

James Fisher – Rougemont School, Gwent

Michael Lam – Lancing College, West Sussex

Timothy Lam – Oundle School, Northamptonshire

Kathleen Shields – International School of Boston, USA

Phillipa Smyth – Uppingham School, Rutland

Hannah Webb – Worksop College, Nottinghamshire

Admissions 2009
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GRADUATES
Maria Andrade (LLB, PGDip Universidade do Estado do Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil), MJuris

Sheba Anin (BSc, MPhil University of Liverpool; MB ChB

University of Warwick), MSc Experimental Therapeutics (part-time)

Livia Aumand (BSc, MSc, LLB University of Ottawa, Canada), BCL

Anisha Bhagwanani (BA St Anne’s College, Oxford), BMBCh

Valentina Carapella (BSc, MSc University of Bologna, Italy),

DPhil Systems Biology

Raquel Catalao (BSc University College, London), BMBCh

(Graduate Entry)

Christopher Chan (MEng St Catherine’s), DPhil Engineering

Science *

Ngai Him Chan (BSocSc, LLB, PCLL University of Hong Kong,

China), BCL

Veronica Chan (BA St Catherine’s), BMBCh *

Luying Chen (BSc, MSc Xiamen University, China), DPhil

Computer Science

Alissa Cooper (BSc, MSc Stanford University, USA), DPhil

Information, Communication & the Social Sciences

Philip Coulter (MPhys Jesus College, Oxford), DPhil Particle Physics

Mary Curran (BA Suffolk University, USA; BA Boston University,

USA), MSt History of Art & Visual Culture

Jonathan David (BSc University of Warwick), MSc Biodiversity,

Conservation & Management

Henry Donati (BA Jesus College, Cambridge), MSc African Studies

Michael Donley (BA University of Nebraska, USA; JD Harvard

University, USA), MBA

Shuo Feng (LLB University of Political Science & Law Beijing, China,

LLB China (University of Political Science & Law, China), MJuris

Nadiya Figueroa (BA Stanford University, USA; MA University of

the West Indies, Jamaica; MPhil St Catherine’s), DPhil Development

Studies *

Andrii Finogin (LLB Kiev National Taras Shevchenko University,

Ukraine), MJuris

Emma Foster (MChem St Hilda’s College, Oxford), DPhil Organic

Chemistry

Sophie Foxen (BA St Catherine’s), BMBCh*

Ian Furlong (BSc University of Bristol), MSc Major Programme

Management (part-time)

Keith Geary (BA College of St Mark & St John, London; BSc

University of London; MEd University of Keele; Adv Dipl Kellogg

College, Oxford; MSc St Catherine’s), DPhil English Local History

(part-time)

Law with Law Studies in Europe
Lavinia Randall – Oaklands Roman Catholic School, Hampshire

Antoine Robin – European School Munich, Germany

Materials Science
Camden Ford – Cardinal Newman School, Hove

Ridhi Kantelal – Dubai English College, United Arab Emirates

Michelle Lim – Kolej Yayasan UEM, Malaysia

Christopher Newell – St Benedict’s School, Ealing

Samuel Tham – Hwa Chong Junior College, Singapore

Mathematics
Andrew Dunne – Portsmouth Grammar School, Hampshire

Rui Han – Brighton, Hove & Sussex Sixth Form College

Yu Huan Lin – Royal Masonic School, Rickmansworth

Martin Ramsdale – Devonport High School for Boys, Plymouth

Samarth Ranjan – John Leggott College, Scunthorpe

Alaric Stephen – Worcester Sixth Form College

Yang Zhou – Abbey Tutorial College, Cambridge

Mathematics & Philosophy
Robin Askew – Hills Road Sixth Form College, Cambridge

Medical Sciences
Philip Beak – Plymouth College, Devon

Leah Carden – Esher College, Surrey

Jian Ping Jen – Winchester College, Hampshire

Laura McLaren – St Francis College, Letchworth

Patrick Simpson – Royal Latin School, Buckingham

Joel Ward – Dame Alice Owen’s School, Hertfordshire

Modern Languages
Rachel Atkins – Monmouth Comprehensive School

Beatrice Blythe – Perse School for Girls, Cambridge

Marc Boardman – St Mary’s High School, Chesterfield

Emma Ferguson – Royal High School, Bath

Jake Grandison – St Paul’s School, London

Louisa Hollway – City of London School for Girls

Thomas Larkin – Aylesbury Grammar School, Buckinghamshire

Edward Richardson – Harrow School, Middlesex

Modern Languages & Linguistics
Lydia Hunter – Strathearn School, Belfast

Molecular & Cellular Biochemistry
Sian Gregory – Sheffield College

Gareth Morgan – Monmouth School, Gwent

Andrew Pountain – King’s College School, Wimbledon

Oliver Taylor – Colchester Royal Grammar School, Essex

Music
Annelise Andersen – Gosforth High School, Newcastle

Benjamin Holder – Bridgewater High School, Warrington

Mark Richardson – Perse School, Cambridge

Andrew Tyler – Royal Grammar School, Guildford

Philosophy, Politics & Economics
Kyrillous Amin – Gunnersbury Catholic School, Brentford

Rachel Blackford – Cirencester College, Gloucestershire

Robert Campbell-Davis – Dame Alice Owen’s School,

Hertfordshire

Isabel Ernst – Schloss Torgelow, Germany

Matthew Hart – King Edward VI College, Stourbridge

Oliver Jones – St Paul’s School, London

Margherita Philipp – Heinrich Suso Gymnasium, Germany

Physics
Bhavik Bhatt – Cranford Community School, Middlesex

Sownak Bose – American Community School, Middlesex

Natalie Haley – Manchester High School for Girls

Benjamin Hodgson – Tiffin School, Kingston upon Thames

Dennis Law – Bellerbys College, East Sussex

Alexander Mayall – Roundwood Park School, Hertfordshire

Tristan Shephard – Kingdown School, Warminster

Lo Po Tsui – Dulwich College, London

Physiological Sciences
Caroline Phelps – John Kyrle High School, Ross on Wye

Eleanor Pinney – Colfes School, London

Psychology, Philosophy & Physiology
Katerina Kaltsas – Bancroft’s School, Woodford Green

Guy Reason – Bedford Modern School

Visiting Undergraduate Students
Alice Grevedon – Université Paris-IV Sorbonne, France
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Xu Geng (BA Renmin University, China), MSc Financial Economics 

Ronnie Gibson (BMus University of Aberdeen), MPhil Music

(Musicology)

Ruhi Goswami (BCom, LLB University of Delhi, India), BCL 

James Green (BA University of Bristol), MSt US History 

Michalis Hadjikakou (BA St Edmund’s College, Cambridge; 

Master Université Grenoble-I Joseph Fourier, France), MSc Water 

Science, Policy & Management

Miao He (BA Central University of Finance & Economics, China), 

MSc Financial Economics

Ariane Heynen (BSc, PGDip University of Auckland, New 

Zealand), MSc Clinical Embryology

Rosemary Hinton (BA St Catherine’s), BMBCh*

Henning Hinz (Diplom Hamburg University of Technology, 

Germany), MBA

Isis Hjorth (BA, MA University of Copenhagen, Denmark; MSc St 

Cross College, Oxford), DPhil Information, Communication & the 

Social Sciences

Majad Hussain (BSc, PhD Aston University), MSc Evidence-Based 

Health Care (part-time)

Alexandre Ibrahimchah (Dipl d’Ing Ecole Nationale des Ponts et 

Chaussées, France), MSc Mathematical & Computational Finance 

Ina Jahn (BA School of Oriental & African Studies, London), MSc 

Nature, Society & Environmental Policy

Wei Ying Jen (BA St Catherine’s), BMBCh *

Lewys Jones (MEng St Catherine’s), DPhil Materials *

Babacar Ka (BSc University of California, USA), MBA

Theresa Kevorkian (BA Colgate University, USA), MPhil Oriental 

Studies (Islamic Studies & History)

Jung Tae Kim (BA University of Minnesota, USA), MSc Financial 

Economics

Christopher Knowles (BA St Catherine’s), BCL *

Vasiliki Koura (BSc Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece), 

MSc Financial Economics

Banurekha Lakshmanan (BA Anna University, India; MBA Strayer 

University, USA), MSc Major Programme Management

(part-time)

Merzaka Lazdam (MB ChB University of Sheffield), DPhil 

Cardiovascular Medicine

Berenika Luczak (BSc, BEng University of Western Australia), 

MSc Biomedical Engineering

Natasha Malpani (BSc Jai Hind College, India), MSc Integrated 

Immunology

Cecilia Martinez Perez (BSc Universidad de las Americas Puebla,

Mexico), MSc Biology (Integrative Bio-Science)

Lena Matata (MB ChB University of Nairobi, Kenya), MSc Global

Health Science

Tara Mills (BSc University of Edinburgh), DPhil Clinical Medicine

Zevic Mishor (BSc University of New South Wales, Australia; MSc

St Catherine’s), MSc Social Anthropology *

Rajeev Mishra (BTech, MTech Indian Institute of Technology

Kanpur, India), MBA

Luis Moreno Moreno (MEng Universidad Politecnica Madrid,

Spain), MSc Neuroscience

Matthew Newman (BSc University of Bristol), MSc Comparative

Social Policy

Antony Ngatia (MB ChB University of Nairobi, Kenya), MSc

Global Health Science

Dawn Osbourn (BSc University of York), MSc Experimental

Therapeutics (part-time)

Konstantinos Papoutsis (MEng Aristotle University of

Thessaloniki, Greece), MSc Biomedical Engineering

Paul Phelps (BA University of the South, USA; MA University of

Alabama, USA), DPhil English

Jonathon Platt (BCom University of Melbourne, Australia), MBA

Roberto Pons (BSc Princeton University, USA; MBA Getulio Vargas

Foundation, Brazil), MSc Major Programme Management (part-time)

James Pope (MMath Brasenose College), DPhil Mathematics

Stephen Powell (BSc, MSc Liverpool University; MBA Macquarie

University, Australia), MSc Major Programme Management (part-time)

Robert Rapoport (BA Brown University, USA; MSt St Anne’s

College, Oxford), DPhil Fine Art

Aleks Reinhardt (MChem St Catherine’s), DPhil Physical &

Theoretical Chemistry *

Neil Riley (BA Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge), BMBCh

(Graduate Entry)

Timothy Rooney (MChem St Catherine’s), DPhil Systems

Approaches in Biomedical Science *

Amay Ruia (BA University of Durham), MSc Contemporary India

Hiral Sanghavi (BSc Mumbai University, India), MSc Integrated

Immunology

Tohru Seraku (BA Aoyama Gakuin University, Japan; MA Keio

University, Japan; MA University College London), DPhil

Comparative Philology & General Linguistics

Warda Shaheen (BA, BEng University of Western Ontario,

Canada), MSc Financial Economics

Farshad Sharafi (BSc University of Leicester), MSc Biomedical

Engineering
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Emma Shires (BA University of Manchester), MSt Music

(Musicology)

Alan Shirfan (BA Boston College, USA; VS St Catherine’s), MPhil

Economics

Bruno Silva Rodrigues (Universidade Aberta, Portugal), MSt

Modern Languages

Power Siu (BEng, MPhil Hong Kong University of Science &

Technology, Hong Kong), MSc Financial Economics

Keira Skolimowska (BSc Imperial College, London), BMBCh

(Graduate Entry)

Rudolph Slobins (BA University of Birmingham), MSt English

(1550-1780)

Dhruv Sood (BA University of Delhi, India), MSc Economics for

Development

Malcolm Spencer (BA St Catherine’s), MPhil Russian & East

European Studies *

Alexander Taylor (BA University of Melbourne, Australia; BA

University of Queensland, Australia), MSt History of Art & Visual

Culture

Raphael Underwood (BSc University of Kent), MSc

Psychological Research

Ruyu Wang (BSc University of Warwick), MSc Financial Economics

Tianshuang Wang (BSc University of Hong Kong, China), MSc

Mathematical & Computational Finance

Martin Westerberg (BSc University of Cologne, Germany), MSc

Neuroscience

Ashley Wharton (MEng St Catherine’s), DPhil Engineering

Science *

Gavin Wiens (BA Carleton University, Canada), MSt History of Art

& Visual Culture

Janine Willcock (BA St Catherine’s; PGDip University of Oxford),

MSt Psychodynamic Practice (part-time) *

Nicolas Williams (BCom University of Canterbury, New Zealand),

MBA

Kenneth Wilson (BSc University of Adelaide, Australia; MBA

University of New South Wales, Australia), MSc Major Programme

Management (part-time)

Hanna Winiarska (MChem St Catherine’s), DPhil Organic

Chemistry *

Lei Xing (BA Heilongjiang University, China), Certificate in

Diplomatic Studies

Xiao Xu (BSc Peking University, China), MSc Financial Economics

Jorge Zerón Medina Cuairán (Lic Universidad La Salle, Mexico),

DPhil Clinical Medicine

Xuanxiao Zhao (Université Paris-VI Pierre et Marie Curie, France),

MSc Mathematical & Computational Finance

Salma Zibdeh (LLB University of Jordan, Jordan), MJuris

Visiting Graduate Students
Philipp Eichenhofer (Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany;

MJuris St John’s College, Oxford), Max Planck Visiting Fellow

* indicates graduate of the College

Admitted to the Fellowship
Dr Andreas Münch to a Tutorial Fellowship in Mathematics

Dr Pawel Swietach to a Fellowship by Special Election in

Physiology

Dr Kerry M M Walker to a Junior Research Fellowship in

Physiology

Professor Udo C T Oppermann to a Professorial Fellowship in

Musculoskeletal Sciences

Mrs Naomi Freud to a Fellowship by Special Election

Dr Jonathan E Morgan to a Tutorial Fellowship in Law
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Maja H Spener, BA (MPhil, PhD
Lond)
Junior Research Fellow in
Philosophy

Nicholas W J Attfield, MSt, DPhil
(BMus Lond)
Fellow by Special Election in Music
Nichols Junior Research Fellow
British Academy Postdoctoral
Research Fellow
(Leave M09)

Andrew J Bunker, BA, DPhil
Tutor in Physics 
Reader in Astrophysics

Barbara A C Lauriat, (BA, JD
Boston)
Fellow by Special Election in Law
Career Development Fellow in
Intellectual Property Law

Adrian L Smith, (BSc Keele, MSc
Wales, PhD Nott)
Tutor in Zoology

Andreas Münch, MA (Dipl, PhD
TU Munich)
Tutor in Mathematics
Reader in Applied Mathematics

Pawel Swietach, MA, DPhil
Fellow by Special Election in
Physiology

Kerry M M Walker, DPhil (BSc
Memorial, MSc Dalhousie)
Junior Research Fellow in
Physiology

Udo C T Oppermann, (BSc, MSc,
PhD Philipps Marburg)
Professor of Musculoskeletal
Sciences

Naomi Freud, MA, MSc
Fellow by Special Election
Director of Studies for Visiting
Students

Jonathan E Morgan, MA (PhD
Camb)
Tutor in Law

HONORARY FELLOWS
Leonard G Wolfson, The Rt Hon
Lord Wolfson of Marylebone
Laurie E Baragwanath, BPhil, MA
(BA Melb)
Professor Sir John W Cornforth,
Kt, CBE, DPhil (MSc Sydney), FRS
Professor Sir Brian E F Fender,
Kt, CMG, MA (BSc, PhD Lond)
Ruth Wolfson, Lady Wolfson
Professor Sir James L Gowans,
Kt, CBE, MA, DPhil, FRCP, FRS
The Rt Hon Sir Patrick Nairne,
GCB, MC, MA
Sir Cameron A Mackintosh, Kt
Sir Michael F Atiyah, OM, Kt,
MA (PhD Camb), FRS, FRSE
John Birt, The Rt Hon Lord Birt of
Liverpool, MA
Tom Phillips, CBE, MA, RA, RE
Professor Sir Geoffrey Allen, Kt
(BSc, PhD Leeds), FRS, FREng,
FRSC, FInstP, FIMMM
Professor Sir (Eric) Brian Smith,
Kt, MA, DSc (BSc, PhD Liv), FRSC,
CChem
Tan Sri Dato’ Seri A P
Arumugam, AP, CEng, FIEE,
FRAeS, FIMarEST, FinstD, PSM,
SSAP, SIMP, DSAP, DIMP
Peter Mandelson, The Rt Hon
Lord Mandelson of Foy and
Hartlepool, MA
Sir John E Walker, Kt, MA, DPhil,
FRS
Professor Noam Chomsky (PhD
Penn)

Nicholas H Stern, The Rt Hon
Lord Stern of Brentford, DPhil (BA
Camb), FBA
Raymond Plant, The Rt Hon Lord
Plant of Highfield, MA (BA Lond,
PhD Hull)
Professor David J Daniell, MA
(BA, MA Tübingen, PhD Lond)
Professor Nicanor Parra, (Lic
Chile)
Masaki Orita, (LLB Tokyo)
The Hon Sir (Francis) Humphrey
Potts, Kt, BCL, MA
Professor Joseph E Stiglitz,
(PhD MIT), FBA
Sir Peter M Williams, Kt, CBE,
MA (PhD Camb), FREng, FRS
Sir (Maurice) Victor Blank, Kt, MA
Professor (Anthony) David
Yates, MA
Professor Ahmed Zewail, (BS,
MS Alexandria, PhD Penn)
Michael Billington, BA 
Professor Alan Katritzky, DPhil,
FRS
Professor C N Ramachandra
Rao, MSc Banaras, PhD Purdue,
DSc Mysore, FRS
Professor Richard J Carwardine,
MA, DPhil, FBA From H10
Mark H Getty, BA 
Simon B A Winchester, OBE, MA

EMERITUS FELLOWS
Wilfrid F Knapp, MA
Ernest L French, FHCIMA
Professor John B Goodenough,
MA (PhD Chicago)
John Ch Simopoulos, BPhil, MA,
Dean of Degrees
Professor Jack R Pole, MA (MA
Camb, PhD Princeton), FBA,
FRHistS
Professor D Michael Sullivan,
MA, DLitt (BA Lond, MA, LittD
Camb, PhD Harvard)

Professor John O Bayley, CBE,
MA, FBA
Professor Donald H Perkins,
CBE, MA (PhD Lond), FRS
John W Martin, MA, DPhil (MA,
PhD, ScD Camb)
J Derek Davies, BCL, MA (LLB
Wales)
Professor Peter G M Dickson,
MA, DPhil, DLitt, FBA
Bruce R Tolley, MA, DPhil (MA
Victoria, Wellington)
Barrie E Juniper, MA, DPhil,
Secretary for Alumni
Henry C Bennet-Clark, MA (BA
Lond, PhD Camb)
Professor Daniel W Howe, MA
(PhD California)
Stephen J Sondheim, (BA
Williams)
Sir Ian McKellen, Kt (BA Camb)
Sir Alan Ayckbourn, Kt, CBE
Michael V Codron, CBE, MA
Sir Peter L Shaffer, Kt, CBE (BA
Camb), FRSL
Richard S Attenborough, The Rt
Hon Lord Attenborough of
Richmond upon Thames, CBE
Sir Richard C H Eyre, Kt, CBE (BA
Camb)
Thelma M B Holt, CBE
Dame Diana Rigg, DBE
Nicholas R Hytner, (MA Camb)
Stephen D Daldry, (BA Sheff)
Professor Malcolm L H Green,
MA (PhD Lond), FRS
Sir Timothy M B Rice, Kt
Professor Terence V Jones, MA,
DPhil
Professor Gilliane C Sills, MA
(PhD Lond)
Patrick Marber, BA
Phyllida Lloyd, (BA Birm)
G Ceri K Peach, MA, DPhil
G Bruce Henning, MA (BA
Toronto, PhD Penn)

Master and Fellows 2009
Professor Jose F Harris, MA
(PhD Camb), FBA
Patrick H Stewart, OBE

DOMUS FELLOWS
Sir Patrick J S Sergeant
Melvyn Bragg, The Rt Hon Lord
Bragg of Wigton, MA
Vee Meng Shaw, BA
Bruce G Smith, CBE, MA, DPhil,
FREng, FIET
Keith Clark, BCL, MA
Anthony W Henfrey, MA DPhil
Roushan Arumugam, MA
Usha Q Arumugam, MA
Nadia Q Arumugam, MA
Simon F A Clark, MA

VISITING FELLOWS
*Professor David Carnegie,
Wellington, M09
Professor Jeremy Tambling,
Manchester, M09
*Professor Denis Baranger,
Paris-II, M09
*Professor A R Ravishankara,
(Hinshelwood Lecturer), Colorado,
T10
*Christensen Fellow

RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
Roger Gundle, BM, BCh, DPhil
(MA Camb), FRCS (Eng), FRCS
(Orth)
Patrick E McSharry, DPhil (BA,
MSc Dub)
Patrick S Bullard, MA, MSt, DPhil
(MPhil Dubl)
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